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Frontispiece: Data examples from a TARFOX aerosol closure experiment, July 17, 1996. (a) Aerosol optical thickness (ACT) derived from
GOES-8 satellite imager radiances, with aircraft flight tracks superimposed, (b) Aerosol extinction derived from Raman lidar at

Wallops Island, VA (37.7 N, 75.4 W). (c) Relative aerosol backscatter derived from LASE lidar on NASA ER-2. (d) AOT (bottom
scale) and scattering coefficient for particles with D<3 |lm (top scale) measured by sunphotometer and nephelorneter on the UW
C-131. (e) AOT measured by sun/sky radiometer and (0 incremental ACT derived from Raman lidar, both at Wallops Island.
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FOREWORD

The Tropospheric Aerosol Radiative Forcing Observational Experiment (TARFOX) is a

component of the Focus on Atmospheric Aerosols (FAA) of the International Global Atmospheric

Chemistry (IGAC) Project. The main goal of the field portion ofTARFOX was to obtain the data

needed to determine the magnitude and uncertainty of direct radiative forcing by anthropogenically-

derived aerosols carried over the western Atlantic Ocean from the heavily populated eastern United

States. This was done by carrying out a series of internal and external closure experiments, which

provided overdetermined data sets to test the consistency of measurements and calculations of the

effects of aerosols on depleting the intensity of solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface. These

same data can be used to test algorithms used to retrieve aerosol properties from satellite

observations (e.g., aerosol optical depths over the oceans derived from AVHRR data).

The TARFOX field project, which was based out of the NASA Wallops Flight Facility,

Wallops Island, Virginia, involved the following aircraft: the University of Washington’s (UW)

Convair C-131A, NASA’s ER-2, the United Kingdom’s Meteorological Office’s C-130, and the

Office of Naval Research’s Pelican. In addition, ground-based measurements at Wallops Island

included a Raman lidar, sun and sky radiometers, and in situ particle measurements. Sun and sky

radiometers were also operated at several other East Coast sites, Bermuda, and on cruise ships

transiting between Bermuda and New York.

The purpose of the present report is to provide a guide to the flights made by the UW

C-131A in TARFOX and to the types of data collected aboard this aircraft. In due course, these

data will be analyzed, the results published, and the data formally archived. In the meantime,

information is available on the TARFOX World Wide Web site

(http://prometheus.atc.nasa.gov/~tarfox/) and on the University of Washington Cloud and Aerosol

Research Group’s home page (http://cargsun2.atmos.washington.edu/).

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the UW personnel who helped to make

the UW participation in TARFOX so successful, my fellow IGAC coordinators of TARFOX
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(Philip Russell and Larry Stowe) for their encouragement and support, Wendy Whiting (Project

Manager for TARFOX) for her help and congeniality, and Jeff Reddish for his considerable help in

arranging for the TARFOX field project to be based at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility. The

UW participation in TARFOX was made possible by NSF grants ATM-9412082 (Ronald Taylor,

Program Director) and ATM-940894) (Pamela Stephens, Program Director); additional support

was provided by NASA grants NAG-1-1709 and NAS 1-18940.

Peter V. Hobbs

October 12, 1996
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1. OBJECTIVES OF THE CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHTS IN TARFOX

The main objective of the research flights of the University of Washington’s (UW) Convair

C-131A in the Tropospheric Aerosol Radiative Forcing Observational Experiment (TARFOX),

which took place on the East Coast of the United States from 10-31 July 1996, was to obtain the

airborne measurements needed to determine the magnitude of the direct radiative forcing by

aerosols from the urbanizedAndustrial eastern United States. This was done by obtaining a series

of comprehensive in situ and remote measurements of aerosol properties in vertical columns

beneath various satellite (NOAA-14, GOES-8, ERS-2 and LANDSAT) overpasses, beneath the

NASA ER-2 high-flying aircraft (with MODIS and LASE aboard), through vertical profile

measurements above the ground-based instruments on Wallops Island, and through coordinated

flights with the C-130 and Pelican.

An important secondary objective of the C-131A flights in TARFOX was to obtain

measurements (using several techniques) of aerosol optical depths over the western Atlantic Ocean

for comparison with those derived from satellites. Additional secondary objectives were the

acquisition of in situ data on aerosol properties (e.g., aerosol size distributions) for comparisons

with LASE and MODIS remote sensing measurements from the ER-2 and the ground-based

sunphotometers, the acquisition of profiles of aerosol (including cloud condensation nucleus

(CCN) spectra) and trace gases off the eastern seaboard of the United States, investigations of the

effects of clouds on aerosols and CCN, and measurements of surface reflectivities of the ocean.

Extensive measurements were obtained aboard the C-131A relevant to all of the above

objectives.

2. INSTRUMENTATION ABOARD THE CONVAIR C-131A IN TARFOX

The instrumentation aboard the University of Washington’s C-131A research aircraft in

TARFOX is listed in Table 1.



TABLE 1. INSTRUMENTATION ABOARD THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTONS CONVAIR C-131A

AIRCRAFT FOR TARFOX (ALL MEASUREMENTS WERE CONTINUOUS UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE)

(a) Navigational and Flight Characteristics

Parameter

Latitude and longitude, ground
speed and horizontal winds

Latitude and longitude, ground
speed and horizontal winds

True airspeed

Heading

Pressure

Altitude above terrain

Aircraft position and course
plotter

Angle of attack

(b) General Meteorological

Total air temperature

Static air temperature

Instrument Type

VLF: Omega navigator

Global positioning
system

Variable capacitance

Gyrocompass

Variable capacitance

Radar altimeter

Derived from VLF/
OMEGA or GPS
Potentiometer

Platinum wire
resistance

Reverse-flow

Manufacturer

Lilion LTN-3000

Trimble TNL-3000

Rosemount Model 831
BA

King KCS-55A

Rosemount Model 830
BA

AN/APN22

In-house

Rosemount Model 861

Rosemount Model
102CY2CG and414L
Bridge

In-house

Range*
(and error)

0 lo 300 m s-’ (+/- m s-’ ground-
speed and +/- drift angle)
global

0 to 250 m s-1 (<0.2%)

Oto360’(+/- l’)

150to ll00mb(<0.2%)

0 to 6 km (< 5%)
180 km (1 km)

+/- 23* (indicator only)

-60lo40’C(<0.1*C)

-60to40’C(<0.5’C)

UV hemispheric radiation, one
upward, one downward

VIS-NIR hemispheric radiation
(one downward and one
upward viewing)

Eppley Lab. Inc.
ModefPSP

Surface radiative temperature

Video image

Omega Engineering
053701

Sony Hi8 camera

(c) Aerosol

Cooled-mirror dew
point

IR optical hygrometer

RMS pressure
variation

Diffuser, filter photo-
cell (0.295 to 0.390
um)

Eppley thermopile
(0.3 to 3 )im)

IR radiometer
1.5’FOV(8lo l4ujn)

Forward-looking
camera and time code

Cambridge System
Model TH73-244

Ophir Corp. Model IR-
2000

Meteorology Research,
Inc. Model 1120

Eppley Lab. Inc.
Model 14042

-60to40’C(<0.5’C)

-40to40’C(< I’C)

Oio }0gm-3(.~5%)

0 to 10 cm2/3 s-’ (<10%)

Olo70Wm-2(+/-3 Wm-2)

Oto HOOWm-^i lOWm-2)

-50* to 1000’C +/- 0.8% of reading

SVHS iape

Number concentration of
panicles

Number concentration of
particles

Water expansion cloud General Electric Model
chamber CNC

Condensation particle TSI Model 3760
counter

3.0 to 3x105 cm-3 (particles > 0.01
ujn)*

10-2 to 104 cm-3 (> 0.02 ujn)

*A11 particle sizes refer to maximum panicle dimensions. (coni.)
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TABLE 1. (Continued)

(c) AerosDl (continued)

Parameter

Cloud condensation nucleus
spectrometer

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Light-scattering coefficient

Light-scattering coefficient

Light-scattering coefficient

Light absorption and graphitic
carbon

Aerosol asymmetry

Instrument Type

Vertical-plate
continuous flow
Thermal diffusion
cloud chamber

90’ light-scattering

Forward light-
scattering

35 to 120’ light-
scattering

35 to 120’ light-
scattering

Forward light-
scattering

Differential Mobility
Panicle Sizing
Spectro-meter (DMPS)

Integrating
3-wavelength
nephelometer with
backscaiter shutter

Integrating
nephelometer

Integrating
nephelomeier

Panicle
soot/absorption
photometer

Change in light-
scattering with applied
electric field

Manufacturer

In-house

Panicle Measuring
Systems Model
LAS-200

Particle Measuring
Systems Model
FSSP-300

Panicle Measuring
Systems Model
ASASP-100X

Particle Measuring
Systems Model
PCASP-100X

Particle Measuring
Systems Model FSSP-
100

TSI, modified in-
house

MS Electron

Meteorology
Research, Inc. Model
1567 (modified for
increased stability and
faster response time)

Radiance Research

Radiance Research

Radiance Research

Range*
(and error)

Four super-saturations, between 0.2
and 2%

0.5 to 11 um’

0.3 to 20 um*

0.18 to 3.0 um

0.12 io3.0ujn

2 to 47 ^m*

0.01 to 0.6 4m

l.Ox 10-7 m-l to l.Ox 10-3 m-l for
550 and 700 nm channels, 2.0 x 10-7
m-’ to 1.0 x 10-3 m-1 for 450 nm
channel

l.Ox 10-5 m-l to 2.5 x 10-3 m-l

l.Ox 10-6 m-1 to 2.0 x lO^ m-’ or
l.Ox 10-6 m-1 10 l.O x lO^ m-’
Absorption coefficient: 10’7 to 10-2
m-1; Carbon: 0.1 u,g m’3 to 10 mg
m-3 (+/- 5%)

Detects -2% deviations from
sphericity

Graphitic and/or Organic Carbon

Humidification factor for
aerosol light-scattering

Quartz fillers Thermal
optical technique

T. Novakov (LBL) 4 to 160 \ig m-3 (+/- 1.6 u.g m-3) for
m3 sample

Scanning humidigraph In house (designed and bsp (RH) for 30% < RH < 90%
built by Mark Rood)

(cont.)
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TABLE 1. (Continued)

(d) Cloud Physics

Parameter

Liquid water content

Liquid water content

Liquid water content; particle
surface area; effective droplet
radius

Size spectrum cloud particles

Size spectrum of cloud and
precipitation panicles

Images of cloud panicles

Images ofprecipitation panicles

(c) Chemistry

Parameter

Paniculate species SO^, NO^,
a^Na^K^NH^Ca’1"1’,
Mg^
S02

Ozone

CO

C02

C02

(f) Remote Sensing

Parameter

Absorption and scattering of
solar radiation by clouds and
aerosols; reflectivity of
surfaces

Instrument Type

Hot wire resistance

Hot wire resistance

Optical sensor

Forward light-
scattering

Diode occultaiion

Diode occultation
imaging

Diode imaging

Instrument Type

Teflon filters and ion
exchange
chromatography

Pulsed fluorescence

Chemi-luminescence
(C2H4)

Infrared correlation
spectrometer

Infrared correlation
spectrometer

Infrared correlation
spectrometer

Instrument Type

Thineen wavelength
scanning radiometer

Manufacturer

Johnson-Williams

King/PMS

Gerber Scientific Inc.
PVM-100A

Particle Measuring
Systems FSSP-100

Particle Measuring
Systems OAP-200X
Particle Measuring
Systems OAP-2D-C
Particle Measuring
Systems OAP-2D-P

Manufacturer

Gelman Dionix

Teco 43S (modified in-
house)

Monitor Labs Model
8410 A

Teco Model 141

Customized Teco
Model 41H

LI-COR Li-6262

Manufacturer

NASA-Goddard/
University of
Washington

Range*
(and error)

0 to 2 and 0 to 6 g m -3

Oto5.gm-3

0.001-10 g m-3; 5-10,000 cm2 m-3;
2-70 pjn

2 to 47 ujn *

20lo310ujn*

Resolution 25 pm*

Resolution 200 urn*

Range*
(and error)

0.1 to 50 u,g m -3 (for 500 liter air
sample)

0.1 to200ppb

0 to 5 ppmv (< 7 ppb)

0 to 50 ppmv (-0.1 ppmv)

0 to 1000 ppmv (-4 ppmv)

0 to 300 ppmv (0.2 ppmv at 350
ppmv)

Range*
(and error)

13 discrete wavelengths between 0.47
lo 2.3 p.morO.31 10 2.3 u.m

Optical backscatter Nd-YAG lidar (dual- Georgia Tech/
wavelength. University of
polarization diversity) Washington

0 to 15 km (7.5 m resolution)

(coni.)
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TABLE 1. (continued)

(f) Remote Sensing (continued)

Parameter Instrument Type

Optical depth spectrum Six wavelength
tracking
sunphotometer

(g) Data Processing and Display

Parameter Instrument Type

NASA Ames

Manufacturer

Manufacturer

Range*
(and error)

6 discrete wavelengths between 0.38
and 1.02 u.m

Range*
(and error)

m-flight data processing

hi-flight data processing and
display

In-flight color graphics

Recording (digital)

Recording (analog voice
transcription)

Digital printout

Microcomputer

Microcomputer

Microcomputer

Microcomputer-
directed cartridge
recorder

Cassette recorder

Impact printer

In-house, based on
Motorola MVME-
133A technology

Sun Workstations

In-house, based on
Motorola MVME-
133A technology

In-house, based on 3M
technology

EPSON MX-80
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3. CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHTS AND FLIGHT TRACKS IN TARFOX

Table 2 lists the dates, times, and general locations for all of the C-131A flights in

TARFOX. Figures 1-18 show the aircraft flight paths for each of the flights. The rimes given in

Figures 1-18 are Universal Time Coordinated (UTC); the solid lines are the flight tracks, and the

dotted lines are latitude-longitudes.

4. IN-FLIGHT SUMMARIES FOR EACH CONVAIR C-131A FLIGHT IN TARFOX

Complete typed transcriptions are available for all of the in-flight voice recordings made on

the C-131A in TARFOX. These "blow-by-blow" accounts provide detailed information on what

transpired on each flight. However, because of their large bulk (870 pages!), these transcriptions

are not reproduced here.* Instead, we give below typed transcriptions of the summaries for each

flight that crew members recorded aboard the aircraft toward the end of the flight. Although

subsequent data analyses might reveal important aspects of a flight, and of the data collected, that

were unknown to crew members at the rime of the flight, the following summaries have the

advantage of spontaneity.

* Requests for copies of the complete transcriptions for specific flights should be sent to:
Professor Peter V. Hobbs
University of Washington
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Box 351640
Seattle, Washington 98195-1640
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TABLE 2. GENERAL LOCATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON C-131A

FLIGHTS IN TARFOX

Date
(1996)
July 10

July 10

July 14

July 15

July 16

July 16

July 17

July 20

July 20

July 21

July 23

July 24

July 25

July 25

July 26

July 27

July 29

July 31

UW Flight
Number)
1722

1732

1739

1723

1724

1725

1726

1727

1728

1729

1730

1731

1733

1734

1735

1736

1737

1738

Period of Flight *
(UTC)

1448-1648

1851-2224

1659-2117

1322-1525

1255-1524

1658-2200

1720-2157

1256-1535

1736-2233

1642-2126

1744-2218

1501-1942

1353-1638

1808-2140

1723-2150

1446-2022

1748-2247

1443-1922

Wallops Island (37*56’/75’28’)

Delaware Bay Lighthouse (38’53’/7506’)
Atlantic Ocean southeast of Wallops (37"00’/7454’)
Atlantic Ocean east-nonheast of Wallops
(38’23’/74’34’)

Wallops Island (37*56’/75"28’)

Atlantic Ocean 50 miles east of Atlantic City
(39’27’/73*35’)

Atlantic Ocean southeast of Wallops (37<’30’/7410’)

1) Great Dismal Swamp (3641’/7629’)
2) Wallops Island (3756’/75’28’)

Atlantic Ocean 90 miles east of Wallops
(3812’/740’)

1) Wallops Island (3756’/7528’)
2) Atlantic Ocean 90 miles east of Wallops

(3812’/740’)

Atlantic Ocean 80 miles southeast of Wallops
(3645’/7435’)

Atlantic Ocean east of Wallops
1) Profile over point H (384877410’)
2) Along aerosol gradient from H to L (38’02’/74’14’)

Atlantic Ocean 40 miles southeast of Wallops (near
373377505’)

Atlantic Ocean east of Wallops between H
(38040/74010’) and L (37-40774-10’)

Atlantic Ocean east of Wallops centered at A
(3817’/7322’)

1) Wallops Island (3756’/7528’)
2) Atlantic Ocean 100 miles east-southeast of Wallops

(3750’/7240’)

Atlantic Ocean southeast of Wallops (36’28’/74"40’)

1) Near Wallops (3755775’10’) (Calibration flight
with C130)

2) Passed over Wallops Island (37*30’/7530’)

General Location of Intensive Measurements **
(deg, min N/deg, min W)

* From engines-on to engines-off.

** Complete flight tracks are shown in Figs. 1-18.
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GPS trac k o f f qh t 1 722 96 07 1 0 1 4 58 7 1 6 39 29

Figure 1. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 10, 1996.
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GPS trac k o f f gh t 1 723 96 07 1 0 1 9 59 49 22 04 1 2

Figure 2. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 10, 1996.
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GPS track o f f qh t 1 724 96 07 1 4 1 7 1 2 38 21 07 47

Figure 3. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 14, 1996.
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GPS track o f f gh t 1 725 96 07 1 5 1 3 36 42 1 5 20 46

Figure 4. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 15, 1996.



GPS trac k o f f gh t 1 726 96 07 1 6 1 3 05 1 2 1 5 1 8 22

Figure 5. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 16, 1996.
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GPS track o f f qh t 1 727 96 07 1 6 1 7 08 32 21 50 49

Figure 6. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 16, 1996.
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GPS trac k o f f qh t 1 728 96 07 1 7 1 7 29 1 6 21 47 58

Figure 7. Flight track for Convair C- 131A for TARFOX on July 17. 1996.
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GPS track o f f gh t 1 729 96 07 20 1 3 03 43 1 5 26 20

Figure 8. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 20, 199.6.
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GPS track of f gh t 1 730 96 07 20 7 47 00 22 23 26

Figure 9. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 20, 1996.
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GPS t r-ack o f f qh t 1 731 96 07 21 1 6 52 49 21 1 9 06

Figure 10. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 21. 1996.
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GPS track o f f gh t 1 732 96 07 23 1 7 54 50 22 08 49

Figure 11. Flight track for Convair C-131 A for TARFOX on July 23, 1996.
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GPS track o f f qh t 1 733 96 07 24 1 5 1 3 27 1 9 32

Figure 12. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 24, 1996.
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Figure 13. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 25. 1996.
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GPS track o f f gh t 1 734 96 07 25 1 4 01 20 1 6 36 05



GPS track o f f gh t 1 735 96 07 25 1 8 1 6 55 21 35 06

Figure 14. Flight track for Convair C-131 A for TARFOX on July 25, 1996.
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GPS track o f f qh t 736 96 07 26 1 7 35 08 21 40 24

Figure 15. Flight track for Convair C-131A forTARFOX on July 26, 1996.
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GPS track o f f gh t 1 737 96 07 27 1 4 56 1 9 20 1 5 44

Figure 16. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 27, 1996.
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GPS track o f f qh t 1 738 96 07 29 1 7 57 01 22 41 9

Figure 17. Flight track for Convair C-131A forTARFOX on July 29. 1996.
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GPS track o f f qh t 1 739 96 07 31 1 4 54 28 1 9 1 3 33

Figure 18. Flight track for Convair C-131A for TARFOX on July 31. 1996.
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(a) Summary of UW Flight 1722 (July 10, 1996)*

4:32 PM+

PH: Okay, John, do you read me? Ray?

AR: He’s putting his headset on now.

JL: Sorry about that.

PH: Okay. Just summarize in a few minutes your impression of the flight.

JL: Well from a sunphotometer standpoint, I took about 7 or 8 mins of data through the
clouds between 15:12 and 15:19 UT. After’that, parked the instrument and in
trying to iron out my own problem with the 860 foreign animator channel, which is
still not functioning on our instrument, took data with the instrument parked, that
is, pointing down. I did get some information on that. Other than that, guess I
don’t have much else to say.

PH: Okay. And we’ll note that it appears to be the sunphotometer data going into the
SUN computer system on the aircraft that was crashing the SUN, so until we clear
that problem up we’ll not take the sunphotometer data on the SUN computer.

JL: Peter, I will change the program so it does not transmit anything to you but just
receives the serial data.

PH: Okay. Good.

JL: It’s a very minor change.

PH: Okay, Don. Summarize.

DS: All right. CCN has been running the entire flight. It seems to work pretty good
this flight. Channel 4 was coming in a little lower than channel 3, it probably has to
do with having problems keeping it as wet as it needs to be. But it’s getting better.
Took a little bit of lidar data and that looked okay. We started that when we were
up at 10,000 ft and I shut it off around 4,000 ft.

PH: Did you see any aerosol layers on the lidar?

DS: Actually, when we were at 10,000 ft it looked like we saw something below us.
didn’t look to see if it was aerosol or cloud. And let’s see, and then we have CAR
data as well and that seems to look like typical CAR data.

PH: Good. John Ross, do you have anything to say? Okay, Ray?

PH Peter Hobbs (flight scientist), DH Dean Hegg (chemist), AR Art Rangno (meteorologist), DS
Don Spurgeon (CCN/lidar/CAR), JR Jack Russell (engineer), JLR John Ross (chemist), KM Ken
McMillen (pilot), RS Rod Sorensen (pilot), LS Larry Sutherland (pilot), RW Ray Weiss (aerosol),
JL John Livingston (sunphoiomeier), DR Damon Ried (sunphotometer), JL2 Jason Li (CAR), PS
Peter Saulen (CAR), JR2 Jeff Reddish (Wallops), RR Russell Roberson (sunphotometer)’

’I’ All times are UTC (= Local Daylight Time + 4 hours)
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RW: The bag-house neph and the aethelometer both work. It’s unclear to me whether
they were recorded properly on the data system. It also looks like the humidigraph,
humidifying nephelometer, the RH is not getting very low. And what else. Not
too much else. We are son of ironing out problems. The A3 didn’t show any
significant asymmetry response at all.

PH: What about the aethelometer, is that working?

RW: It’s working. I’m not sure it’s being recorded properly. I’ll be checking that.

PH: Okay. Is Jack there?

JR: Yes, I’m here.

PH: Okay. Tell us the woes.

JR: Well, it looks if we’re going to record the bag-house neph and the aethelometer
with the new electronics you are probably going to have to build an amp of at least a
gain of ten on them.

PH: Okay. Didn’t we test those out on the test flights?

JR: I don’t know.

RW: If you have a gain of ten, you’re going to have a problem when it gets dirty.

PH: Dean, would you summarize the flight from your point of view?

DH: Yes. Okay, Peter. There were a number of instrument malfunctions. The DMPS
is working pretty good, both hot and cold. The bag-house neph seems to be
recording improperly either to the display file on the SUN or possibly even to the
file on the OS9 system. Hopefully, that’s not the case. The humidigraph is not
controlling properly. The subpoint RH seems to be off. That will have to be
reprogrammed, I think. The SOz is working pretty good. The bag seems to be
holding pressure real well. That’s about it.

RS: Okay, guys. We’ll be landing in two minutes.

PH: Okay. So this was really a test flight. We did follow the balloon up to 10,000 ft,
so that should give us some data. We may have a bit of data profiling over the
ground sites, but with the computer going off and on it’s going to be intermittent.
That’s the end of this flight.

4:38 PM

(b) Summary of UW Flight 1723 (July 10, 1996)

RETROSPECTIVE SUMMARY OF FLIGHT 1723, JULY 10, 1996

Since Flight 1723 was terminated prematurely due to an indication of overheating of
the left engine (which, on subsequent inspection on the ground, was found to be a false
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indication), summaries of the flight were not recorded. The following is a brief post-flight
summary by Peter Hobbs (Flight Scientist).

Flight 1723 on July 10, 1996, was concerned with vertical profile measurements
(for aerosol closure) in a generally cloudless region over Delaware Bay. CN measurements
indicated highly continental conditions, with an aerosol optical depth at 525 nm of ~0.1
near the surface. Vertical profile was from 100 to 13,000 ft, which left most of the haze
beneath us (optical depth of-0.02 at 525 nm at 13,000 ft). On the descent, intensive
aerosol measurements were obtained at -13,000, 10,000, 3,000, and 1,000 ft. Good
sunphotometer measurements in cloudless conditions during descent. Flight terminated
after measurements at 10,000 ft due to engine problem. Should be a good data set for
internal aerosol closure tests, but no useful satellite overpass to my knowledge.

During the intensive measurements at 13,000 ft both volatile and non-volatile
DMPS spectra were obtained. At both 10,000, 3,000 and 1,000 ft, filter samples for
aerosol mass and composition, as well as DMPS spectra, were obtained. Finally, a
humidigraph was run on the bag samples taken at 3,000 ft.

(c) Summary of UW Flight 1724 (July 14, 1996)

6:51 PM

PH: To summarize what we’ve done so far. We got to our Point A ("bullseye"). We
did some short horizontal legs 100 ft above the ocean. We got sunphotometer
measurements. Climbed to 13,000 ft. Did our legs roughly perpendicular to the
wind at 13,000 ft. Now we’ve descended to 10,000 ft and we are doing our legs at
10,000 ft across the wind. We’ve got probably what’s the best clear patch around
us here as far as clear sky is concerned, so we’ve lucked out there, although there
may be some very high cirrus. The NOAA 14 overpass will occur in just a minute
or so.

8:22 PM

PH: Okay, Art. Let’s start the summary. Why don’t you summarize briefly how the
cloud situation has changed since we first arrived at Point A and throughout the rest
of the flight so far.

AR: Okay. Upon leaving Wallops we had a few small cumulus and a widely scattered
cirrus spissatus and a couple of altocumulus clouds out there. When we got to our
designated Point A they had thinned but still there was a "mottling", I guess you
might say, of widely scattered but very thin altocumulus and cirrus, more like cirrus
fibratus clouds, covering patches of sky here and there. It was definitely the clearest
area that we could find. We climbed up to 12,000 ft. It was layer upon layer of
haze up through about 11,000-12,000 ft and the last layer or so being very tenuous.

Finally, it looked like almost completely clear at 13,000 ft. All during our legs the
cloud coverage actually thinned from the coverage of clouds that would estimate
was less than 20% of any particular cloud type at the beginning to probably below
5% or even 3% coverage during most of the time we were sampling, so that
worked out pretty well. However, toward the end of our mission here, as we did
the aerosol profile, the cloud began to fill in again as cumulonimbus anvils broken
off from Gulf Stream Cbs, which seem to work their way over us as well as some
altocumulus that just popped out of the blue. Then, even more spectacular, guess,
was the appearance of some stratus right near the surface, which we are presently
topping that had a very mottled appearance at first and then as time went by it began
to thicken. It thickened to the point where the surface was no longer visible, but
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much of the time we were over this particular mottled stratus the elements were so
transparent that the sea surface was clearly visible right through them. It was, in
fact, very difficult to tell what height they were because they resembled another
cloud genre rather than low-level stratus. But as we head toward our southeast
endpoint, the stratus is a full-blown stratus deck and tops seem to be rising toward
the southeast. We are going to be looking for a clearing.

PH: Yes, okay. It remains to be seen if we can find a clear spot to do our surface
reflectivity measurements with this stratus thickening. We may have problems.
Damon, are you there?

DR: Yes.

PH: Just summarize briefly what you’ve .seen on the sunphotometer and whether it
worked okay.

DR: Basically, it was too cloudy most of the time at the lower altitudes to get any real
reasonable data. At Point B optical depths had dropped to 0.036, which is the
clearest we’ve seen it all day, and when we climbed back up once we dropped back
from that altitude.

PH: When we started at Point A, things were pretty good for you, weren’t they? You
were getting good measurements at A and they were pretty good as we climbed up
to B, weren’t they?

DR: Yes. They were. I guess most of the channels were reading around 0.6 or 0.7 at A
and dropped off to 0.36 at 10,000 ft.

PH: Yes, Point B was 13,000 ft. But you got good measurements on the way up, and
you carried on getting reasonable readings on the way down as well, didn’t you?

DR: Yes. I mean there was some scattered clouds at the beginning of our mission here,
but basically overall we did start out in fairly clear skies and we did get a good
sunphotometer measurements up to 13,000 ft and at that level it stayed pretty clear.
We got good data. But I guess later on in the afternoon things just kind of fell apart
as far as sunphotometer measurements in clear air were concerned.

PH: Right, yes. Thanks.

PH: Okay, Jack. Any problems?

JR: Yes, the Ophir again doesn’t seem to function at all today and the lidar is really out
of alignment.

PH: Okay. Is everything else all right?

JR: As far as I can determine. I haven’t found anything else that’s wrong.

PH: Ray?

8:37 PM
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RW: I think we solved most of our data storage problems. The A3 did show some
reasonable response. We got some asymmetry and basically with absorption, there
wasn’t very much absorption at all. Albedos are pretty high. That’s about it.

8:38 PM

PH: Don?

DS: Yes.

PH: Summarize.

DS: The CCN seemed to work pretty well all day today. We’ve also had the CAR
running since the beginning. I looked at it off and on, and it appeared to run quite
well.

PH: Okay. We’re going to try to find a spot to do some CAR measurements in a
minute, if there’s a cloudless spot left here. Oh, you had a problem with the lidar,
didn’t you? How long did the lidar run for or didn’t it run at all?

DS: We probably got some stuff early on, but it’s a little hard to say.

8:48 PM

DH: Go, Peter.

PH: Yes. Would you summarize the measurements you’ve got today and any problems.

DH: Okay. Yes. I feel this was a pretty good about today actually. We got more levels
on the way down after a pretty good profile up to about 13,000 ft. We went above
the haze layer, flew in it at 10,000, about 5,000 and about 500 ft. On the last one
being what looked to be a sea salt portion which had an optical depth of about I’d
say 15 to 20% of the overall optical depth, which estimated to be on the order of
0.2 for the whole profile. We got the organic filters and the mass filters, got a
couple of DMPS and a couple of humidigraphs. The DMPS’s were both hot and
cold, so we have some volatility measurements. That’s about it.

PH: You say 0.2. What wavelength was that?

DH: That’s a nominal 550 nm.

PH: Because I think Damon was saying at 100 ft he was measuring 0.5 or so, think at
that wavelength.

DH: Yes. He was probably seeing cirrus too, I’ll bet.

PH: So, to summarize the overall flight, we pretty much did what we had planned to do
at the beginning of the flight. We went to our Point A and got some measurements
at 100 ft, including sunphotometer measurements. Then we climbed to 13,000 ft
got in situ measurements there, chemistry and aerosol measurements. That was
Point B on my generic diagram. Then we dropped to Point C at 10,000 ft, got
further horizontal measurements there. Then to Point D (5,800 ft.), did further
horizontal legs there. Got chemistry and aerosol measurements. Then the final
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horizontal legs were at 800 ft. (Point E). The aircraft ran perpendicular to the wind
on all these legs, which were about 23 miles long. The main problem was that as
the flight went on the cloud closed in on us from all quadrants and the cirrus
thickened a bit. So it was much better at the beginning than at the end of the flight.
The middle of the flight coincided approximately with the NOAA 14 overpass at
19:03 UTC. We’re now heading back.

8:51 PM

(d) Summary of UW Flight 1725 (July 15, 1996)

DH: Found one cloud in the operations area; sampled in-cloud and below cloud
transverse to the wind vector. We then flew down the wind vector to find a second
cloud but without success. We next tried to return to the first cloud but could not
find it We took a MBL sample and returned to base.

(e) Summary of UW Flight 1726 (July 16, 1996)

2:55 PM

PH: Let’s just give a quick summary of this flight so far. It was concerned first of all
with profiling over the Wallops Island sunphotometers. We climbed to 10,000 ft
and then descended over the site. Got bag samples and aerosol samples for
intensive measurements at about 9,500 ft, 8,125 ft, 3,800 ft, and 2,000 ft. It
should give us a pretty good sample of the aerosol layer. Then we popped a few
small cumulus for droplet measurements. Then we went below cloud base and got
one CCN sample. Then we pulled the Pelican in and we are now doing a racetrack
pattern with the Pelican for comparison with their measurements. These are clear
air measurements at 2,800 ft.

2:57 PM

PH: John, do a quick summary of what you’ve done on this flight.

JL: Due to the clouds, I primarily used this as a flight to do some testing of the
sunphotometer. We had a little software glitch having to do with the winding and
unwinding of the cable. We have resolved that and isolated all the problems that we
have seen on previous flights. The problems were again just having to do with
wind and unwind. We may have gotten some cloud-free data at about 14 (end of
tape, side 1) and in some cases below cloud.

PH: Okay. I should have mentioned that this was not an optimum day for
measurements over the sunphotometer. Very patchy low-level cumulus and high-
level cirrus and altocumulus, not a good day.

3:OOPM

PH: Art, do a quick summary of cloud conditions today.

AR: Roger. We had postfrontal small cumulus, which were cumulus fractus and
cumulus humilis. Bases 1,000 ft on takeoff, tops 2,000 ft, and the bases tend to
rise during the day and when we came back a second time they were up around
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1,200 ft. Above that we had what would be called jet-streak cirrus, associated with
strong westerlies up there, and very banded structure. At times I counted as many
as seven contrails embedded in this stuff, indicating that they are in the range of
35,000 mostly with the thin broken cirrus. I was estimating coverage as low as
70%. Generally though it was probably greater than that. Occasional clear rifts in
the stuff as normally happens with jet streak-type cirrus. We had some towering
cumulus in the area, indicating that we have a very weak stable air on top of the
cumulus humilis and cumulus fractus. The top of the haze layer was about 7,000 ft
both climbing and descending, with some structure in the upper portion indicated
by a clear rift. Up at 10,000 we had razor-thin layers as we often have, but I was
estimating we didn’t penetrate those they were still above us, but looking on edge
they constituted I’d say not more than 2% of the total aerosol.

PH: Okay, Jack. Anything to report.

JR: The Ophir didn’t work.

PH: Right. The Ophir hasn’t worked really at all well on all the flights so far. We’re
sending it back to Ophir and hope to get it back in a week’s time. Ray?

RW: I took 45 no-bags. Overnight the bag-house neph got pretty wet in the storm and
dark carbs were real high, but we dried it out and it seems to be working better.

3:07 PM

PH: Okay, Ray, you can finish off.

RW: The absorption instrument worked pretty good. In the haze it was pretty constant
around 2x2"6 for most of the flight. The A3 is giving good signal, but it’s not
storing any data because the Toshiba computer keeps dying about every 10 (sees).

PH: Does that mean we lost that data?

RW: Some of it.

PH: It’s intermittent on your line.

RW: I got some of it, so and it’s all the same so it doesn’t probably make too much
difference, but it would be nice to get it fixed.

3:11 PM

PH: Okay, Don. What did you get today?

DS: Standby. Okay. Got CCN measurements at all the various levels as well as below
cloud. CCN seemed to work very well today and I’ve been taking CAR data the
entire flight. The lidar has not been turned on.
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(f) Summary of UW Flight 1727 (July 16, 1996)

8:35 PM

PH: Art, why don’t you summarize very briefly how you’ve seen the aerosol haze
layers here change since the time of the satellite overpass up to the present time.

AR: Okay. I think the main thing I noticed is that it was, in general, very similar to what
we saw earlier on today where we had some structure in the lower layer, which was
otherwise well mixed. We had two thin spots. One was right on the surface at the
boundary of the inversion, that I believe was around 200 to 300 ft above the
surface, and then there was another thin spot. believe that was about 2,000 ft
below the top of the first vertical profile. At that time, the top was between 6,500
and 7,000 ft. This time we had other thin layer and it was about maybe 1,000 to
2,000 ft again below the top, but the top now seems to be below 6,000 ft of the
present smog we are in. Then, during the transverses here at 5,400 ft, it seemed
like the tops of the smog were higher at the southeast endpoint than they were at
Point A or the point northwest of there. So it looked like we were going through
some cleaner air at Point A and northwestward compared to the point to the
southeast on the early pass. Now, at this particular point the second time we’ve
come down to 5,400 ft to the southeast endpoint, the flat tops that we saw at Point
A and northwestward have propagated down to the southeast endpoint. We are
seeing quite a nice sharp, flat top to the smog that we are flying near the top of. We
are certainly in it, but we are on the edge. I’d say about another 1,000 ft and we’d
clear 99% of the aerosol loading in this column.

8:56 PM

PH: Okay. I’m going to start summarizing this flight as we head for home. The best
flight so far. We got under the NOAA-14 satellite about 50 miles east of Atlantic
City. We started off at our Point A 100 ft above the ocean. About an hour or more
before the NOAA-14 overpass, we then climbed to 8,400 ft. I should say that on
the way up from Wallops to Point A we were flying southwest to northeast and
going along the gradient of the aerosol from low aerosol to high aerosol, so that
should be good for Larry Stowe and the satellite measurements. Anyway, when
we got to Point A we got some sunphotometer measurements at 100 ft. We had to
hunt around a bit to get the best Point A. It was a compromise between distance
from the coast, some low level fog, and some upper level cirrus and contrails, but
we finally found a reasonable Point A. We then climbed to 8,400 ft, which took us
above the haze layers. We did horizontal passes there. Good physical and
chemical measurements. Then we decided to descend all the way back down to A
at 100 ft to coincide with the satellite overpass, which we did. So, we were doing
passes again southwest to northeast from low to high aerosol concentrations
through Point A at the time of the satellite overpass, which was at 18:42 UTC. Our
Point A by the way was 39.45 N/73.59’ W. At that point, we climbed to I think it
was 300 ft and did banked turns. Three turns for CAR surface reflectivity
measurements of the ocean. We then climbed to 980 ft and did detailed chemistry
and aerosol measurements at that level. Those tracks for the detailed horizontal
measurements at that level (and levels thereafter) were across the wind direction, so
as to keep the effluent from the aircraft blowing away from us. So those tracks
were northwest to southeast, whereas the earlier tracks were southwest to
northeast. We got detailed samples at 980 ft, then again at 5,400 ft and then the
final track that we did was at 3,400 ft. On last track we didn’t do filter
measurements. We had run out of filters, so we just did DMPS volatility
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measurements. As the flight progressed, and starting pretty much about the time or
just before the satellite was going over, the cirrus cleared off to the east for the most
pan. We had some very thin cirrus and occasional thin contrails, but (as forecast)
the area cleared during the course of our flight. So, overall pretty good flight. Art
has already given his summary of aerosol conditions and cloud conditions, so I
won’t have him repeat that. John, are you there?

JL: Yes, Peter, I am.

PH: Why don’t you summarize the flight from your point of view.

JL: I would echo your sentiments. This was certainly the best flight so far. Early on
our measurements were compromised due to cirrus, but feel that we did get some
useful clear air data near Point A at 100 ft. Not right at Point A. At that particular
time when we passed it, when we first started, there was some ground fog and also
some cirrus overhead. But in the vicinity of Point A, that is within, I don’t know
mileage-wise, but 5 mins of it I saw optical depths that were 0.25 in the mid-visible
and 0.07 at 1 micron. Then when we climbed to 8,000 ft we got some completely
clear conditions. Saw optical depths at 8,000 ft, 0.03 in the mid-visible and 0.007
at 1 micron. Just looking at my notes here. I’ve calculated optical depths at the
5,400 ft level where we did the run. I have come up with about 0.05 or a little less
in the mid-visible and 0.016 in the near-IR. I haven’t calculated them at 3,250 ft
yet. For the last hour and a half or so, I’ve had very good measurements.
Occasionally there are some glitches in my data which I will remove very easily
after the fact. These glitches are due to the shadow of the antenna wire passing
over the instrument. It alternately affects some channels. didn’t encounter a
problem with my system earlier. My computer bombed a couple of times. don’t
know the reason for that. That hasn’t happened since lost reception of the serial
information data that is pressure latitude-longitude from the C-131 computer, which
is back up. But I don’t seem to be receiving it at the moment. will test in a
minute. At any rate, after the fact will get that data and certainly be able to come
up with some good plots. So, all in all would have to say it was a very good day.

PH: Okay. Good. Thanks John. Ray?

RW: Let’s see. Took 82 no-bags, which is probably not a record but getting up there.
The absorption coefficient was typically about 10% of extinction or less, which you
can sort of expect, not very much. The A3 still isn’t being stored because of the
computer. We may be able to solve that, though don’t think there’s any
asymmetry in the aerosol. It would be nice to have a record of that. Other than
that, everything worked pretty well.

PH: Okay. Jack.

JR: Well, the Ophir of course did not work again. There’s a power supply failure in the
computer for about a half hour. Other than that, can’t think of anything else that
didn’t work.

PH: Don?

DS: CCN has done pretty well today. We did have some problems with channel 4.
Had to pull it apart and fix it. It was down for half an hour to 45 mins. The CAR
has done.pretty well. We’ve gotten a fair amount of lidar data.
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PH: Okay. Good. Would you summarize the flight from your point of view, Dean?

DH: Yes, okay. From the standpoint of the aerosols and chemistry, it was a pretty good
flight. We got a nice gradient, a couple of bag samples along and coming in, and
good profile going up. We had to sort of truncate and mix-and-match going down
with a couple of different partial profiles to try to collate with the satellite and
sunphotometer as much as we could. But I still think it looked pretty good. I think
we can collate and get something out of it. The only other rather interesting thing
was on the gradient up and off of the Cape. We were getting pretty high S02 in
excess of 10 pptv which is a little high even by WATOX standards. That’s about
it.

AR: Is that down low, Dean, that you were talking about?

DH: That was up as high as 7,000 ft.

PH: What were the concentrations there, Dean?

DH: They got over 10 pptv, Peter.

PH: Okay. Good. I think we’ve covered everyone.

(g) Summary of UW Flight 1728 (July 17, 1996)

9:08 PM

PH: To summarize this flight, the mission was to get a vertical profile of aerosol beneath
the NOAA-14 satellite over the ocean east of Wallops, with the Pelican aircraft
flying below us and the ER-2 above us. That mission was accomplished. The
Point A where we were stacked in the vertical was at 37 30’ and 74 10’ W. We
arrived at A at 100 ft altitude at about 18:00 Z with almost clear sky. We did
several horizontal legs through A, perpendicular to the wind. We were very close
to A at the time of the satellite overpass, which was at 18:31 Z. Got good
sunphotometer measurements. We then climbed to 12,800 ft and we passed on a
message to the Pelican that they should sample at 8,780 ft, 3,900 ft and 1,300 ft.
The ER-2 informed us based on LASE measurements that we should sample at
14,300 ft, 9,800 ft, 3,200 ft and 3,000 ft. We subsequently descended and
obtained detailed measurements in the horizontal, perpendicular to the wind, at the
following levels. These are levels in feet as read on the pilot’s altimeter: 12,800 ft,
9,400 ft, 3,820 ft, and 606 ft. Those measurements were adjusted based on our
real-rime outputs of where the main aerosol layers were. should note that during
the flight as we descended there was increasing cirrus layers, which by the end of
the flight were quite extensive and thick; but the aerosol measurements we obtained
should be relevant to the satellite overpass. The sunphotometer measurements that
we got earlier in the flight should certainly be relevant to that overpass. So, from
our point of view, this was a successful flight and because of the coincidence of the
Pelican and ER-2 measurements (hopefully the ER-2 got both LASE and MODIS
measurements) this is the best and most comprehensive case that we’ve got so far.
Art, are you there?

AR: Yes.
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Okay. Would you summarize?

Yes. Meteorologically it was another day behind the weak front that we saw go by.
We had a varying surface layer the first couple of hundred meters, wind from the
southwest, but above that generally winds from the west-northwest to northwest.
When we arrived at our Point A and we were flying in the very lowest layer, we did
encounter some fog and some fog droplets. With droplet concentrations
surprisingly low, I would have expected with all the junk in the air to have seen
droplet concentrations around 500 or so, but in fact the fog concentrations where
probably less than 100. On our sampling there was a little fog at the beginning of
the flight on the northeast extremity or northern extremity and thereafter (as
predicted) it did move off. That was a fantastic prediction of cloud coverage, I
thought, because we did have a window. We outran cirrus that was over Wallops
when we took off and found a hole of about 1 1/2 to 2 h duration that enabled us to

pull off our success. It was really pretty amazing. Other than that, numerous haze
layers, too numerous to mention here, popping out at around 12,500 ft.

Art, say something about the increase in cirrus during the course of the flight.

Roger. I should have gone into a little more detail. The cirrus that we outran
caught up with us about 1/2 to 2 h into the flight. It was not thick enough for
any portions of it to appear grey until the last 2 h of the flight. It was thin cirrus
fibratus, cirrus spissatus, but the cirrus spissatus tended to thicken up and moved
over the sky as a complete layer covering say 100% of the sky, 90% of the sky say
by the last 2 h of the flight with thick and thin spots. Generally, the thick spots
showing shading at that point. This stuff fed in behind the upper trough that passed
over last night and late yesterday from upstream convection over the upper mid-
west and possibly even the plains. It was tunneling down back into the trough and
caught up with the apex of the trough in that west-northwest flow.

About what time did the cirrus move in on us.

I don’t remember the time right now, Peter. I would be guessing.

Just roughly was it 1 h, 2 h into the flight.

I think it was 1 1/2 h actually into the flight. Say 1/2 to 2 h into the flight the
cirrus that we outran from Wallops caught up with us.

Do you remember what altitude we were at that rime.

No, I’d be guessing, Peter.

Okay, An. Good enough. John?

Peter, I believe can add to that. got very useful sunphotometer data all the way
from 100 ft altitude at Point A up to the top in the ascent. However, after that,
during the descent to the second level around 8,000 something ft, did encounter
cirrus and that was about at 19:26 UT. continued to take data all the way until
19:56 UT at which time paused data acquisition for a while and from that point on
I have thick cirrus. I did take data again from 20:00 UT until about 20:42 UT, but
those data are essentially worthless for what we need because had cirrus the whole
time. After that point, I simply terminated my data acquisition. But again echo
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what you say, I believe we got very good sunphotometer data that will be very
relevant at the time of the satellite overpass and in that location and all the way up.

Just tell us a little bit about the values of the optical thicknesses that you measured
from the surface on up.

Okay. I was actually going to hold off on that, but will do that. might note that
I was receiving no serial data from the C-131 A data system, which means I got no
latitude, longitude or pressure information. So did some quick calculations of IR
optical depths to correct my signals. During the times of the satellite overpass I
measured in the mid-visible 525 nm, measured paniculate optical depths that were
in the order of 0.6 to 0.7 and in the near-IR on the order of 0.2. At Point B, which
is the top of the profile, I got particulate optical depths in the order of 0.02 in the
mid-visible and 0.01 in the near-IR. I don’t have other values at this time and again
those are good guesses, very good guesses, because I will refine those
measurements when I can use the exact pressure, but I want to get it after the fact. I
I can’t really give you any other optical depths at this time.

Okay. It’s good enough. Thanks, John. I might note that looking at the profile of
the Covert nephelometer that above 3,000 ft roughly the profile of light scattering
we climbed matched pretty well the profile we obtained as we descended, but below
3,000 ft they differ quite a bit; the profile going up will be more relevant to the
satellite overpass, and that was quite a bit higher than the profile measured coming
down below that altitude. So we will need to take into account that our detailed
aerosol sampling on the way down below about km may not be relevant to the
satellite overpass.

Would you summarize the flight. Dean.

Why don’t you give me a chance to think about it here for a minute, Peter?

Okay. I’ll put you at the end. Is Don there?

Yes.

Okay, Don. Go ahead.

Well, the CCN functioned pretty well. Its consistency came and went probably due
to circling and climbing and descending and so forth. In other words the CCN was
a little finicky today. We got lidar data and the CAR seemed to work fine.

See any haze layers in the lidar?

I haven’t been watching it, so can’t answer one way or the other.

Okay. Jack.

The Ophir was not on board today, which counted for the cooler interior. There is
a serial port connection problem to the sunphotometer. Other than that guess
everything’s all right.

We lost the computer at one point, didn’t we.

That was all pan of the sunphotometer problem, think.
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Summarize what you did. Ray.

102 no-bags, which is my personal record. The A3 is now storing its data thanks
to Jack and his Black and Decker drill motor battery pack. Let’s see, everything
else worked. Absorption is low again. Typically less than about 10% of
extinction. That’s about it.

Has low absorption been typical of all the flights?

Yes.

Dean?

Okay, Peter. It was a pretty good flight. Of course with filter data you never know
until you analyze it. We certainly got plenty of mass on the filters these times. We
got good DMPS and volatility. Kind of interesting at the highest altitudes the
aerosol was not very volatile almost looked like soil dust and as we came back
down into the major haze layers it got volatile. In my mobility spectrum at the mid-
levels, which is rather interesting, wouldn’t have expected to see that at the DMPS
range, though it does seem to match the lower end of the PCASP, but I’ll have to
look at that more carefully. Other than that, S02 wasn’t as high as it was the other
day farther to the North; but still a significant amount of S02 out here, which would
be good if we ever did some cloud sampling. That’s about it.

Okay. That’s interesting what you’re saying about the son of mineral-type aerosol
higher up. Dean, because just before we took off had an e-mail from Joe Prospero
who thought that we might intercept some Saharan dust here today.

Yes, that is interesting, Peter. We could actually test for that with 90 mm Whatman
41 filter, which I just happened to take with me. We could maybe try that during
the project.

The thing I noticed on the tape earlier, Dean, was that the Covert neph profile below
about 1 km on the ascent was quite a bit higher than on the descent, so I’m not sure
our measurements of aerosol below about 3,000 ft on the way down are going to be
relevant to the satellite overpass and the good sunphotometer measurements made
earlier in the flight.

You may be right, Peter. Although the dry scattering was not as bad. We peaked
at about 1.6x10^ going up and we got about l^xlO^ right at the end there. It was
typically around 1.3xl0"4, so it was close. It wasn’t too far off from the dry
scattering. I suspect maybe the RH had changed. It was certainly drier coming
down than it was coming up and that may have something to do with it.

Yes. Have you seen my plot here that got now. It really shows a big difference
below 1 km.

No, I haven’t, Peter. I’ll take a look at it in a few minutes here.

Okay. So, that’s about it. A pretty good flight.
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(h) Summary of UW Flight 1729 (July 20, 1996)

3:15 PM

PH:

JL2:

PH:

JL2:

PH:

DR:

PH:

DR:

PH:

AR:

We’ll start summarizing this flight, which consisted of two pans. The first part
was out over the Dismal Swamp where we successfully got our downward pointing
CAR and upward pointing sky measurements, four rotations for each: Basically
clear sky conditions with occasional wisps of very thin cloud. The second pan of
the mission was back over Wallops Island where we are doing a vertical profile
downward over the NASA sunphotometer and lidar sites. We went to 8,000 ft and
then we came down and we did more intensive sampling at 6,700 ft, 5,300 ft, and
we are now sampling at 2,200 ft. Jason?

Hello, Peter.

Yes. Summarize the CAR measurements today.

Okay. There are three things that are very useful. No. of course the reflectivity
measurements over the Great Dismal Swamp. The surface is pretty uniform. It has
one or two cut tracks in-between are four power lines. The power lines going
through those tracks. Up in the sky are small wispy little clouds with small very
fine structure, but I don’t believe they have much impact on the radiation. The
surface reflectivity measurements should be good. The wispy clouds are around
4,500 ft. DRDF audit is about 2,000 ft. The second useful thing is we’re flying
over the water a couple of times with a uniform background. Good for instrument
intercalibration. Really measure calibrations and comparisons. No. 3 is checking
the heading of the roll angle of aircraft with the CAR roll angles. That’s it.

Very good. Damon, are you there?

Yes.

Okay. Summarize.

Yes. We had good data over all the sites except for this last one when we went
below the cumulus. At Dismal Swamp the 525 channel was steady at 0.135 and the
1020 channel over the Dismal Swamp area was steady at 0.042. We climbed to
altitude over Wallops Island about 8,300 ft the 525 channel was at 0.023 and 1020
was 0.003. Basically real clear skies over all the sites.

Okay. Let’s head back. We’re finished here now, Ken. An, you can give a
summary.

Okay. This is a day following an unusually strong frontal passage for this time of
year here. We flew in post-frontal cumulus at takeoff. Bases 3,000 ft. Upon
return to the same area, the bases are at 3,500 ft, reflecting drying in those lower
layers. The cumulus fractus extended down the length of the Delmar Peninsula and
then disappeared completely as we crossed the Chesapeake Bay toward the Dismal
Swamp area. We did not have any cumulus, but we did have slivers that formed
within what appeared to be a bank of smog that we flew toward in the transect
representing some gradients in smog and these were generally very shon lived
clouds that did pop up over the swamp. Generally they covered less than 5% of the
sky and were translucent. That is, they had little or no shading. In our climb there
were haze layers up to above 8,500 ft; but generally we topped 90% of the haze, at
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least visually from what I could see, there was still one more layer to go. Tops of
the clouds coming back into the Delmar off the Wallops Island area were 5,400 ft
peak. Most cloud coverage was <20%. However, there was a couple of areas
where they briefly increased to about 50% offshore of the sunphotometer site on
Wallops Island. guess that’s about it.

PH: Okay. Good. think that’s everyone.

AR: I would just add that we didn’t seem to see that same smog bank at the same level
anyway over the island as we saw down there over the Dismal Swamp. That
seemed to be partitioned off to the south or southwest of us.

(i) Summary of UW Flight 1730 (July 20, 1996)

9:50 PM

PH: Summary of today’s flight, which was solely concerned with a vertical profile over
Point A, which was located about 19 miles east of Wallops (Latitude 38 12’ and
74 0’ West), with ER-2 flying overhead from about 18:30 to 18:45 Z as we did
our level runs at 100 ft above Point A. Got good sunphotometer measurements.
Very good clear sky conditions. The best clear sky conditions we’ve had so far in
TARFOX. We then climbed to 10,000 ft and got above the haze layer, but the haze
was very thin today. The maximum neph reading that got on the Covert neph.
was a few xl0’^ and higher up it was down to 10’^ and even 10’7 on occasions, so
it was quiet clean. We picked out various levels for sampling on the way down.
First of all got bags and chemistry, etc., above the haze layer near 10,000 ft. Then
we dropped to 9,750 ft in a very narrow haze layer, which we kept popping in and
out of; but we did some sampling there. Then down to another narrow haze layer at
6,450 ft, further detailed sampling there. And then again at 1,900 ft in what was
the largest neph readings at that altitude. We then did four banked turns to get CAR
reflectivity measurements of the ocean, followed by four banked turns to get sky
reflectivity measurements. All in perfect clear sky conditions. got several
photographs of the ocean surface to show what it looked like. It was fairly smooth,
just some small ripples and very occasional small white caps. Finally, we
descended to 500 ft for one last bag sample for chemistry, etc., before heading back
to Wallops. In addition to the ER-2 being above us during this flight, the C-130
was flying in the vicinity of A and getting various measurements at the same time as
we were. So, everything worked out as planned. Cloud conditions were perfect,
in other words, no cloud; but aerosol concentrations were very low. Okay. John,
are you there?

JL: Yes, Peter.

PH: Please summarize.

JL: Excellent sunphotometer data today. Paniculate optical depths, I’ll give some
values for the 525 and 1020 nm wavelengths. I’ll give them in that order. At Point
A at the bottom I had a value of 0.06 at 525, 0.025 at 1020. When we got to the
top above all the layers had a value of 0.027 at 525 and values that were <0.01 at
1020 nm. In the 9,750 ft altitude layer, the values ranged from around 0.027 or
0.028 at 525 and they varied from 0.01 to 0.016 at 1020 nm. did see a value as
large as 0.04 at 380 nm and also saw a value as small as 0.027 at 380 nm. So,
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we really were in and out of that layer. The next layer down at 6,450 ft saw values
that ranged from 0.03 to 0.036 at 525 nm and 0.011 at 1020 nm. The final layer at
1,900 ft altitude the values were around just less than 0.05 at 525 nm and about
0.017 or 0.018 at 1020 nm. I am going for the record. I am going to take data all
the way to the ground today with the hope that I’ll at least have some measurement
that I can compare with the sunphotometers on Wallops Island. Realizing, of
course, that we are separated geographically, but we may not get another day as
clear. Anyway, a good day.

PH: Art, you haven’t got much to say except about these thin haze layers, right.

AR: That’s right, Peter. As far as the TARFOX flights go, this was the most mind-
numbing of all of them, which means it was excellent for the aerosol people. The
last cloud I saw was about 5 h ago, a little cumulus fractus on the coast. The most
interesting thing was the slopes that we saw in the fine razor thin haze layers that
we saw up there, combined with the wavelike transverse rolls in the haze, some of
which you can still see off the right wing there. In cloud terminology, they would
have been the undulatus formation in the haze that were perpendicular to the wind
direction, which made it very hard to stay in those layers when we were doing such
a long southwest-northeast track. The other thing noticed, that may be of some
interest, was the fact that going across the windspeed gradient if you look down
now there are no white caps and generally toward the southwest end of our leg
there was a great deal less in the way of white caps than there was up at the
northeast end. So, there was a little more wind up toward the northeast segment
where white caps were quite numerous. That’s about it.

PH: First of all. Dean, we’re going to pass over the island on the way in and Rod will
tell us when we’re approaching, so you might want to grab something there. But
it’s mainly for comparisons with the sunphotometer on board. Anyway, would
you summarize today’s flight?

DH: It looked like a pretty good flight. The air was quite clean. Much cleaner than
we’ve seen before, so it should be a good background contrast case. We got the
usual DMPS and filter samples. The DMPS samples at five different altitudes and
filter samples at three. Elevated haze layer aloft and then a sort of parabolic profile
going down to the surface. It looked pretty good because of the large dewpoint
depression there wasn’t too much difference in the dry and wet scattering until we
got into the surface layer. That’s about it.

PH: Okay. Ray, if we can get your recorder to work, summarize the flight.

RW: Okay. Ran 102 no-bag samples. Most of the stuff worked. It looks like the
baghouse nephelometer may have a calibration problem. At least at high altitude it
was going negative. I don’t know if it’s related to the water that got in it or not, but
it probably needs to be fixed before tomorrow’s flight. Other than that everything
else seemed to work pretty well.

PH: How many samples did you get today? Was that a record? How many?

RW: No, it wasn’t a record, a bronze medal.

PH: Okay. Jack. Boring flight for you as well.

JR: Yes, nothing really to report. Except again the Ophir is not on board.
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PH: Okay, and you’ve got to try to fix Ray’s communication system there. Okay, now
we’ve got Don.

DS: CCN functioned pretty good from about midway point to the end of the flight.
had a few problems with channel 4 at the beginning, but every bag sample we got I
think I got a few good numbers all the way through except for the very first bag.
We took some lidar measurements, which I didn’t watch all that closely, but it
seems to be working. We may want to check the laser strength, because up real
high the return off the water is a little weak. The CAR functioned fine as it always
does, on both the upward and downward looking.

PH: Okay, good. Thanks, Don. The aerosol layers were very weak today, so I would
be surprised actually if the lidar picked them up.

DS: You might get something if you do a lot of averaging.

PH: Okay, so that’s it. We’re just going to fly over Wallops Island on the way in to
compare sunphotometer measurements and get a few aerosol measurements on the
way in and that will be it.

AR: An addendum to Art’s summary here by Art. forgot to mention that as we flew
offshore at the beginning of the flight at a constant level we did go through the
inversion, since the inversion capping the cumulus fractus and cumulus humilis
clouds sloped downward offshore. However, this is a more gentle slope than
we’ve seen on some days where it just dropped like a waterfall practically as the
coast was reached. This may have to do with the stronger winds today, but I
wanted to mention that. I saw the dewpoint depression change from about 6 to
about 30" as we went through the top of the moist layer or the marine boundary
layer.

(j) Summary of UW Flight 1731 (July 21, 1996)

5:53 PM

PH: To summarize the first pan of this flight, we have been profiling over the two
sunphotometers on Wallops Island. We climbed to 10,500 ft above the sites. The
light-scattering profile consisted basically of two parts, a lower level haze that
topped out at about 3,250 ft and the light scattering in that layer was about 10"5 and
then an upper layer from that altitude up to as far as we climbed to 10,500 ft was
fairly uniform and down around 6xl0"7. On the way down first of all we sampled
the upper layer, 10,500 ft, then we dropped to just below the top of the lower haze
layer near 3,000 ft and did more sampling there, and then finally at 400 ft we
passed over the two sunphotometer sites at 400 ft and grabbed another sample
there. We are not doing chemistry on these samples, but Dean is doing volarization
and humidificarion factors and Ray has been grabbing lots of bag samples as usual.
We should have got good sunphotometer measurements; although there has been
some cirrus around, but I don’t think it really interfered too much. So, we are now
heading out to Point A which is about 80 miles east of Wallops to meet up with the
ER-2.

8:54 PM
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I’ve already summarized the first half of the flight over the Wallops Island, so
won’t repeat that. The second half of the flight was a vertical profile over Point A,
which was the same location as Point A yesterday (38 12’ N and 74 0’ W). We
arrived at A about 18:20 Z at which time there was some cirrus coming in, but it
wasn’t too substantial at that point. We flew first of all 100 ft and then 300 ft on
either side of A until about 18:45 Z. During this time the ER-2 was flying overhead
and should have been directly overhead of A at 18:30 Zjust in the middle of our
low level tracks. We then climbed to 9,000 ft above the main haze layer, but by
this time the cirrus and contrails were becoming more extensive and for the next 2 h
or so we didn’t get good sunphotometer measurements because of the cloud.
Anyway, we got good detailed chemistry measurements, etc., at 9,000 ft and then
descended and obtained further detailed measurements at 3,900 ft and 1,100 ft. By
this time, the cirrus had mainly moved away from our area around A off to the east.
There were some very thin cirrus still around and some contrails, but we managed
to get low level passes at 100 ft and 400 ft in the vicinity of A and got good
sunphotometer measurements in the absence of clouds. So, those optical depths
should be relevant to the aerosol measurements we had obtained in the vertical
profile. As I mentioned, the ER-2 was flying above us, the Pelican was nearby
getting some aerosol measurements and we saw them on a few occasions. The
C-130 was up but apparently was off looking at the cruise ship far out to the east
and north of us. So that was it. It should be a reasonably good data set. On the
other hand, the cirrus cloud was more extensive than yesterday, so from that point
of view was not as good as yesterday. Maybe the aerosol was somewhat more
substantial over A than it was yesterday, so that might make an interesting contrast.
By and large not too bad a flight. Damon are you there.

Yes.

Summarize the sunphotometer measurements, please.

Yes. We got good data over both the ground sites despite the scattered cirrus.
There were a few clear patches in there and the first low pass at Point A, of course,
was clouded over. We didn’t get any points there. At 8,000 ft during our orbit we
were waiting to do our perpendicular lines, think we may have had a couple of
good spots there. I’m not sure. I’ll have to check the data, but we definitely didn’t
have any during the perpendicular legs due to cirrus clouds that were parallel to us.
At 3,900 ft we got a couple of good data points at 1,000 ft and at 100 ft, so despite
all the clouds I think there were enough patches out there especially later on to
where we’d have enough data for them to do a profile.

Good. When we first went out to A and we flew for half an hour at 100 ft and then
at 400 ft, did you get any measurements that were free of cloud at that rime?

No, not when we first got out there. Like said, we were seeing the clouds almost
100% coverage, so didn’t get anything.

So, from the time we arrived at A until all the way through our climb up and our
climb down until we got back to 3,900 ft, you didn’t get any measurements but
from 3,900 ft on down you did.

Yes, that’s when the clouds started breaking up.

Okay. Art?
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Yes. We began our flight in a well-mixed layer with a few cumulus fractus, very
isolated coverage indicating good mixing up to the top of the boundary layer over
the land which, I think in retrospect Peter, was around 3,000 to 3,500 ft was the
top of that first boundary layer. Then we ascended through, what was to me
unusual, unstructured haze that didn’t seem to have the splitting and the razor-edge
layers to it.

An, can I just interrupt?

Yes, go ahead, Peter.

Are you talking about the first vertical profile over the ground sites now?

Right. I’m giving the visual impression of the haze above the boundary layer.

Okay. I just wanted to clarify that you’re talking about over the ground sites at this
point.

Yes, that’s affirmative. And during that time the cirrus that had overspread the sky
by the time our takeoff was generally scattered to broken during the time of our
flying over the ground sites. There were holes in it, but they were the minority of
the cases. As it turned out, when we flew offshore we stayed in that cirrus band
and unfortunately it was broken to thin overcast variable thick-and-thin overcast
most of our rime out there until the back edge came over and provided a few
spectacular holes. I know you can cover the haze situation a little better than I can,
but I would say when we were at 9,000 ft, our highest level, there was still another
layer up there that I would estimate was about 5% of the aerosol loading. We
didn’t quite clear all of it, but almost all of it.

Is that it, An?

No, I want to add one other thing. Again, as we saw yesterday, we had a shallow
westerly west-southwest flow topped by northwest flow, so we probably have
aerosol panicles having two fairly distinct and different trajectories. The top of the
southwest flow onshore was not, don’t remember what that was, offshore it was
someplace between 500 and 1,500 ft.

Okay. Don?

Go.

Summary, please.

Okay. The CCN worked pretty good for most of the flight. There was a time or
two when channel 4 acted up again, but it would come back after a little while.
Probably having to do with the pressure changes from going up and down and
turning. That’s typically when channel 4 went out. Had the CAR running. It
seemed to do okay. It did look like it stopped though pan way through the flight
some where. It may have been associated with when the pump or whatever failed,
whatever Jack was working on underneath there. Let’s see, lidar stopped at 19:40.
Again, probably due to heat or just a program problem. Lidar signal is still
unstable. John thinks the signal strength is much more than it should be.
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PH: Okay. Good, Don. I’m not saying or communicating with you much during the
flight on CCN measurements, but they are important and we’ll be analyzing those
subsequently. Okay, Jack.

JR: Had a circuit breaker pop on one of the vacuum pumps, well, on both vacuum
pumps. Ophir is not on board.

PH: So, the vacuum pump effects CNC1 and CNC3. Anything else?

JR: SOx, everything that has a vacuum pump on it.

PH: What’s included in that? Jack, do you know?

JR: I’m just going through the list.

PH: Okay. Do you know what time that was down, during what period?

JR: No, but I’ll figure that out when we are on the ground.

PH: Would that have affected the lidar and the CAR, which Don said was down.

JR: No. It would have affected the LICOR, CNC1, CNC3, NOx. And of course,
Ray’s mike doesn’t work.

AR: We did a FSSP calibration before the flight. It looked good.

PH: Okay. Summarize the flight. Dean.

DH: (End of tape. Dean’s summary not on tape.)

PH: During a portion of the flight which would have affected the SOz and some other
things Jack says, did you notice what time period those went down?

DH: No, Peter, I did not. I didn’t notice any problem with the S02 at all. Of course,
it’s a fairly slow response instrument and several minutes, so that if it had dropped
out it might not necessarily show anything.

PH: Yes, CNC1 and CNC3 went down as well, so we don’t know exactly what time
period that was but some time and think it was for only a short period in about the
middle of the flight they went down. Okay. Ray. Ray’s going to have to move to
Jack’s sit because Ray’s mike is still out.

RW: This was a pretty good flight actually. took 16 no-bag samples.

PH: Is that a record?

RW: For me it is. Prior to the flight, calibrated and checked the calibration on all the
nephelometers and the Alquist and Covert were absolutely perfect. The baghouse
was spanned well. Its zero shifted slightly negative. thought there was a problem
with the calibration yesterday on Flight 1730, but as it turns out there wasn’t. The
data’s good. I increased the absorption photometer flow and it really improved the
operation, particularly at high altitude where it’s clean. At 9,000 ft we are getting
son of a steady 2 to 3xl0’7 per m. So, all in all it was a good flight.
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PH: I’ll just note that Ray calibrated the three nephs just before this flight as a mid-field
project calibration. They were also calibrated just before the project and we will do
them again at the end of the project. think that’s the end of our summaries and
we’re just heading in over land now.

RETROSPECTIVE SUMMARY OF FLIGHT BY DH:

DH: A vertical profile of the optical parameters was obtained between 900 and 9,000 ft
MSL. On the way back down, we obtained filters, DMPS, CCN and humidigraphs
at four altitudes-obtaining four humidigraphs is quite good for a single profile.
Volatility measurements were obtained at 9,000 and 4,000 ft.

(k) Summary of UW Flight 1732 (July 23, 1996)

9:53 PM

PH: Okay. Summary of this flight. The forecast at the 8:30 AM meeting this morning
was a no-go because of extensive clouds. However, by about mid-day local time
the sky was opening up at Wallops, so we decided to scramble the C-131 and to
head out for a clear patch that was apparent on the satellite imagery, something like
80 miles southeast of Wallops. So we headed out there and found a pretty nice
clear sky area when we arrived. We did low level passes at 100 ft during the
course of the NOAA-14 overpass, which was at 19:06 UT today. The passes were
centered backward and forth through Point A, which today was at 36 45’, 74 35’.
So, we’re doing that on either side of the satellite overpass. We carried on doing
those passes at 100 ft through A until 19:10 Z, in other words until 4 mins after the
satellite overpass. During that period, the sky was clear. We got very good steady
sunphotometer measurements, which were about 0.55. Highest values going down
to about 0.19 at the different wavelengths. We then climbed to 10,000 ft, by which
time cirrus had moved over us and in fact remained over us on and off for most of
the rest of the flight, although there were some breaks in the cirrus; later on in the
flight altocumulus also moved in. On the way down over A, we did detailed
sampling at 10,000 ft, 3,700 ft and 1,900 ft. might add also that when we were
doing the low-level passes at 100 ft through A we also got chemical samples. At
that point I called back to the TARFOX trailer and asked them to quiz Larry Stowe
as to what point to head for from A to get a gradient. He gave us a point to head for
from A, which we called X, which was at 37 even north and 75 even west.
When we arrived at 1,900 ft we were running a bit short of flight time, so we
decided to fly at 1,900 ft above A out towards X. When we got to X, we spiraled
down to 500 ft. We then returned to A at 500 ft. When we got to A we spiraled up
above A back to 1,900 ft and at these various levels Dean was getting some
chemical samples the best he could with the available filters which were running
short. We then flew at 1,900 ft again back to X and then on back to Wallops.
Actually, we didn’t observe strong (if any) gradients between A and X on our real-
time readouts. We did get some sunphotometer measurements during those various
tracks backwards and forwards between A and X for short periods of time when
we had clear sky above.

So, it turned out that this was an excellent flight. should add that the pollution
was strong. As strong as we’ve seen it think below 3,700 ft, very poor visibility.
In fact, earlier on the C-130 had reported from near Point A that they wouldn’t drop
below that altitude because the visibility was too bad. So, the flight was in strongly
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polluted air at low levels and we got good sunphotometer measurements. It should
be a very good case study for aerosol closure. Okay, Damon, are you there?

DR: Yes.

PH: Summarize what you got.

DR: Yes. We had good data at Point A during the low-level passes during the satellite
overpass. Nice steady readings, which indicate that we weren’t under any cirrus.
Limited visibility at that level. Our ascent up to 10,000 ft was under clear skies and
we got excellent readings. Our flight at 10,000 ft was also under clear sky. Then
the cirrus clouds moved in around 19:50 UT and we didn’t get any more good
readings until our first leg out to Point X. We had nice readings out to Point X
until we got to Point X, when we went under some clouds. On our leg back to A it
was clear. Our return to X was mostly clear, though we had some clouds toward
the end. But basically we had a pretty good day overall.

PH: Good. Can you just give us some idea of the optical depths you were measuring at
various times in the flight.

DR: Yes. During that satellite overpass the 380 nm channel was 0.555, and the 525
channel was 0.444, the 1020 was 0.190 and that’s all at the 100 ft level during the
satellite overpass. That was pretty much steady that we were getting during that
entire half hour or so before that point. Readings during the ascent they were nice
and steady. Slowly lowering as we got up to 10,000 ft. At 10,000 ft in clear sky,
the 380 channel was 0.071, 525 (these were averages) was about 0.052, the 1020
was at 0.020 at 10,000 ft. Our leg up to Point X at 500 ft, let’s see, around 380
channel, this was returning at 1,800 ft, the 380 channel was at 0.313, the 525 was
0.221 and the 1020 was 0.085.

PH: Good. Nice summary. Art?

AR: This was an interesting day meteorologically. We started out with an 8:00 AM
sounding indicating stable air up at 10,000 ft and yet when we flew by 2 o’clock
the stable air had declined to right just below 5,000 ft. During the flight it
continued to subside until just moments ago. We went through the inversion at
about 3,800 ft or so. So, it was a compression of the haze layer type of day as the
subsidence behind the disturbance last night went through. During our flight as
you had described, Peter, we had a nice oblong hole that we found. On the east
end was stratus that kept us from going to our initial Point A. We backed off that
and found a clearing between the low-level stratus and the cirrus that we were able
to work for a couple of hours I believe. During that time in our climb to 10,000 ft,
I wanted to mention that there was yet a haze layer, I believe we were just getting
into that at 10,000 ft, and even though we did, it represented <3% of the aerosol
loading below us, at least from a visual assessment. It looked very clean above the
inversion beginning around 5,000 ft or so initially. On our points through A on the
last leg, I believe it was up around 4,300 ft, we did get into some just missed some
droplet clouds so the aerosol may show some cloud processing characteristics on
that last pass at the southwest end of the leg beyond A before we start heading off
to Point X and thereafter. think that’s about all had to say.

PH: Okay, Art. Just describe it a little bit more what happened to the cloud cover during
the second half of the flight.
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AR: During the second half of the flight, some cirrus began to encroach from the
southwest and also some cirrocumulus or altocumulus actually all at the same level.
We were in and out of altocumulus at the northwest edge around I believe it was
Point X. Other than that we had clear skies because the cirrus had moved off to the
east and we were being encroached upon by only altocumulus at that level estimated
at 13,000 14,000 MSL.

PH: Okay. Dean. Would you summarize quickly.

DH: Yes, Peter. Pretty good profile (END OF TAPE)

RW: (START TAPE 2) varied a lot with relative humidity and that’s son of what you’d
expect.

PH: Okay, good. Jack, anything go wrong today?

JR: I have nothing to report.

PH: Yes, you have got something to report.

JR: What’s that?

PH: The Ophir’s on.

JR: That’s what I say, there’s nothing to report. Everything is working, everything is
perfect.

PH: Okay. A happy man. Yes, the Ophir is back on and appears to be working. Don?

DS: Go.

PH: Summarize.

DS: Well, CCN seemed to work pretty well through most of the flight. There was a
little trouble at the beginning getting the flows balanced and after that I think it
worked quite well. CAR didn’t watch all that closely, but it seemed to be working
when I looked at it and it was a very good case this time with the lidar. The lidar
worked quite well this flight.

PH: Yes, that’s good you mentioned that because we had a strong polluted layer beneath
us.

DS: I also stayed after work yesterday and repaired the laser.

PH: Good man! Do you know how long that had been out and not working.

DS: The laser was just a little weak. It probably was one or two flights.

PH: Okay. Good thing you noted that. So that’s it for this flight.

END OF TAPE
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RETROSPECTIVE SUMMARY OF FLIGHT 1732 BY DH:

DH: We obtained a reasonably good vertical profile up to -10,000 ft MSL and then
obtained filter samples, DMPS and CCN spectra, and a humidigraph on the way
back down. Volatility measurements using the DMPS were also obtained at 10,000
and 1,900 ft MSL.

(1) Summary of UW Flight 1733 (July 24, 1996)

7:26PM

PH: Let’s start the summary here. This flight can be divided into two distinct parts.
The first part we headed out to 38 48’, 74 10’. Our Point H which stands for
high aerosol as given by Larry Stowe prior to the flight. That Point H is east of,
well, it’s on that airline’s path that goes into Delaware Bay and it’s east of the
entrance to Delaware Bay. don’t know how many miles, maybe 50 miles.
Anyway that was our Point H. At H we climbed to 6,000 ft in nice blue sky. On
the way back over H, we did detailed sampling at 6,000, 3,000 and 500 ft. Got
good sunphotometer measurements during that portion of the flight. Right at the
end of that first period the ER-2 may have been over us getting LASE and MODIS
data. The first half of the flight took place from about 16:00 to 17:21 UTC. In the
second half of the flight, we concentrated on horizontal legs roughly north-south
and back again along what might have been an aerosol gradient if we were lucky.
So, that was from Point H roughly south to what we called Point L. It may not in
fact turn out to be low, but it probably was low aerosol. Point L was located at 38
02’, 74’ 14’. We then went back from H to L first of all at 500 ft and then at L we
spiraled up, climbed to 6,000 ft, and then we went from L back to H, H at 6,000 ft.
We then descended at H’to 3,000 ft, went from H back to L at 3,000 ft, descended
over L to 100 ft, and went from L to H at 300 ft. Satellite overpass was at 18:55
but it was cloudy. The whole second pan of the flight was cloudy until we pulled
away from H heading home and then we passed through a nice big clear hole,
should have got good sunphotometer measurements as we climbed out.

PH: Damon, we’re just about ready to land, but do a very quick summary of what you
got.

DR: We got good data during the first legs. The low level pass ascended to 6,000 ft and
descend to 2,700 ft. During the second leg the H to L legs were too cloudy for us
to get good data. During satellite overpass we didn’t get any good data, but the
final pass over H we got good data and all the way back to home.

PH: Okay. Good. Dean.

DH: Okay, Peter. We got a profile going out, a couple of them actually. One up and
down. Interestingly there wasn’t much difference over H and L as far as the
aerosol size distributions, but the big thing was the plume possibly from a power
plant. That’s about it.

PH: Okay. I don’t think any equipment failures except for the computer went down for
a few minutes. We had that big SC>2 plume probably from a power plant between
H and L.
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(m) Summary of UW Flight 1734 (July 25, 1996)

4:12PM

PH: I’m going to start the summary of this flight, which was devoted to a vertical profile
near 37 33’/75 05’ up to 7,000 ft in mainly clear sky conditions. First of all we
started off with runs through Point A at 100 ft and then we climbed to 7,000 ft. We
obtained detailed measurements at 7,000 ft and at 3,800 ft on the way down and
then we dropped to 100 ft for the satellite overpass. We got the ER-2 satellite
overpass at 15:51 UTC at which time we were in clear air running at 100 ft. We
then climbed back up to 1,300 ft for some horizontal runs which were cut short a
bit by the need to return to Wallops in order to get off sharply for the next satellite
overpass. We are currently still at 1,300 ft and will be breaking away very shortly.
On the way back to Wallops, we will pass over the Wallops ground site stations at
1,000 ft. Pretty good flight from the point of view of clear sky, just some wispy
clouds around, and also polluted conditions in the lower layers. Okay, John
summarize.

JL: Okay. We had good sunphotometer measurements. We had optical depths in the
mid-visible that were in the order of 0.06 to 0.07 at the top and at the bottom near
the time of satellite overpass they were in the order of 0.5 to 0.55, which gives us a
layer of optical thickness in the order of 0.45 to 0.47. At the near-IR optical
depths, where the thickness of the layer was about 0.1 in optical depth. I think it
was a very good day.

PH: Okay, Art.

AR: Today’s flight was a pre-cold front type flight. We were flying in an area of a calm
were we had southerly winds along the New Jersey coast at the surface, northerly
winds at the outer banks, and we were flying in-between there in a very light wind
zone. We had a boundary layer top of around 1,300 to 1,400 ft at both on the coast
and offshore. We had stratus fractus widely scattered in the boundary layer
offshore and between that boundary layer which contained much haze and the next
higher haze layer we had an extremely clean gap probably as much visibility as I’ve
seen between these layers. Visibility in the clean gap was at least 50 nautical miles.
I could see cumulus tops back on the coast when we were passing between the two
major haze layers. It was really quite spectacular. The top of the other layers as
mentioned by Peter was around 7,000 with some humping a little bit higher than
that where we had some altocumulus-like clouds offjust within a wing tips
distance. The layer did hump up a little bit, but visually we were above a good
95% of all the haze in the calm. Other than that we were pretty cloud free except for
a little southwest-northeast strip of altocumulus at around 15,000 to 20,000 that
briefly interrupted our sunphotometer measurements, but all in all a good clear spot.

PH: Okay. Ray.

RW: 54 no-bags. Absorption was typically 8-10% of dry scattering. Low, as it has
been on most flights, yesterday was quite a bit higher. Need to get a new serial
cable for the Sharp and other than that everything worked fine.

PH: Good. Don?
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DS: The CCN worked pretty well today with the exception of some of the steep climbs
and descents and a few of the turns. I didn’t see any problems with it. We got a
little bit of lidar data up at altitude and the CAR has been running the entire flight.

PH: Great. Jack?

JR: Everything seems to be okay. haven’t found anything wrong.

PH: All right. When Dean finishes what he’s doing, we’ll get a summary from him on
our way back to Wallops.

DH: Peter, did you want me?

PH: Yes, give a summary, please, Dean.

DH: Humidigraphs and DMPS volatility at three different levels on the profile. Filters at
three levels, although a little less volume than could have wished.

AR: Another aspect to today, should mention, is the extremely light winds from the
surface up to 10,000 ft today, generally less than 5 knots below 9,000 ft. didn’t
see any white caps today and the wind direction, except for the boundary level
below 1,000 ft which was estimated to be about 260 at 5, above that level was
about the same direction 260-270-220 at 3 to 5 knots, this is from the sounding not
from the aircraft and the time of that sounding was 12:08 LT.

(n) Summary of UW Flight 1735 (July 25, 1996)

9:17 PM

PH: For the summary, this was a flight devoted to horizontal aerosol gradient study
between our high aerosol Point H at 38 40’ N/74 10’ W and between our low
gradient point which I am calling L, at 37 40’ N/74 10’ W. We found a good
gradient in both optical depth and in situ aerosol parameters between those points
in the lower layers. The flight started at 18:45 UTC with a NOAA-14 satellite
overpass, at which time the C-131 was doing a horizontal leg at 100 ft centered
around 37.68 N/74.15" W. At that time, there were wispy low-level clouds, but it
was clear above and we did get some reasonable sunphotometer measurements
although interrupted by the wispy clouds. Between 18:45 and 19:07 Z we headed
north to H. From 19:07 to 19:27 we climbed over H to 8,000 ft. Between 19:27
and 19:37 Z we obtained aerosol samples at 7,000 ft. Then from 19:37 to 19:56 we
went from H to L at 8,000 ft. From 19:56 to 20:02 we were spiraling at L down to
5,500 ft. We then went from L to H at 5,500 ft. We arrived at H at 20:18 Z.
From 20:18 to 20:28 we were doing aerosol samples at H at 5,500 ft. From 20:28
to 20:44 we spiraled down at H to 1,200 ft and then from 20:44 to 20:54 we got
aerosol samples at H at 1,200 ft. We then flew from H to L at 1,200 ft down a
good gradient (order of magnitude change in the in situ nephelometer readings and
a good gradient in the sunphotometer readings) and we arrived at L at 21:10. The
flight was cut short by thunderstorm warnings for Wallops, but in fact we
accomplished most of what we set out to do. An excellent flight for aerosol
gradient comparison studies with the NOAA-14 overpass, and not significantly
interrupted by cloud at all and fairly heavy aerosol concentrations in the lower
layers. Okay, John?
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JL: Okay, Peter. The only thing I have to add to that, you seemed to cover most of the
things, are a few values. The sunphotometer saw aerosol optical depths that ranged
from about 0.3 at Point L to a little less than 0.6 at Point H. These were at near
surface optical depths. So we saw a gradient on the order of 0.25 to 0.3 in the mid-
visible just above surface. We had near surface optical depths in the mid-visible of,
well, I covered that, but at the top optical depths at mid-visible was 0.05. Saw a bit
of a gradient between L and H at 5,500 ft which was the first layer and then on the
return also at over 1,000 ft we saw a bit of a gradient at lower magnitude. But, all
in all, I think we accomplished our mission today. I’m very happy with the
sunphotometer measurements and despite the few cloud occurrences, which we did
have due to the low clouds early, we will be able to get some meaningful near
surface values.

PH: And then on the last leg at 1,200 ft you were in the clear and should have got good
measurements there from H to L, right?

JL: We got very good measurements.

PH: Great. Art?

AR: The only thing can add to that is that this is a generally pre-frontal situation where
you had a southeast flowing onshore flowing marine boundary layer topping out at

1,100-1,200 ft. That was pretty consistent during the whole flight. Point L we had
indicated 10 knots. Up at Point A indicated about 15 knots and fairly widespread
white caps. Flying underneath in our first leg up to H, there was a noticeable
bluing of the sky about in the hole where Phil was indicating it would be and then
we came to that murky stuff up around H, which topped out around 8,000 ft. We
got above 98% of that in this particular leg at 8 top what would call a "good top"
on this flight. And let’s see, much structure visible in the haze. Probably three or
four gaps and some of our gradient flying down from H to L is you see in a
splitting of the smoke layers (like we saw in Kuwait actually where you are flying
in it and then suddenly you notice there is a gap and the gap widens and you’re in a
clean spot and a lot of that last track had that element to it). We were in it it split
open and then even though we were flying at the same level. And cloud bases were
900 by the way at about 22 and cloud tops about 1,200 ft. There wasn’t much
going on aloft. There was a little flake of cirrocumulus at the early part of the
flight, but we weren’t really impacted by it.

PH: Good. Ray?

RW: About 80 no-bags. Absorption again very, very low compared to yesterday, which
was much higher. That’s relative to dry scattering. Typically we got 4 or 5% and
all the equipment worked. That’s about it.

PH: Those high absorptions that you got north of here are from New Jersey. Was that
just in the plume, outside the plume, or generally?

RW: Yes, generally. It wasn’t a lot higher about a factor of 2, still low, but compared to

today is quite a bit higher.

PH: Okay. Don?
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DS: CCN worked pretty well today. Again, this afternoon’s flight we got CAR data for
most of the flight. I just shut that off about 1/2 mins ago and we got pretty good
lidar readings when we were up high.

PH: Good. Jack?

JR: Everything seems to be okay.

PH: All right. Would you tell Dean to put his headphones on. Dean, would you
summarize?

DH: Okay. We got a filter profile over the northerly point in our gradient and a couple
of bag samples with DMPS at the south. Not much difference in the size
distribution, maybe a little higher to the north just more stuff. It wasn’t distributed
differently. I think the flight was pretty good.

PH: All right. That’s it. Two good flights today, probably our best day so far for
comprehensive data sets. Got under two satellites today in pretty clear sky but
murky air, so that’s just what we came here for.

JR: I should mention that the Omega thinks we’re flying over the ground faster than we
actually are, so consequently the winds are not right.

(o) Summary of UW Flight 1736 (July 26, 1996)

8:48 PM

PH: We’ll start summarizing this flight. The purpose of the flight was to do a vertical
profile beneath the ER-2 that was doing three cycles above us and the NOAA-14
satellite, which passed over at 18:34 UTC. The flight can be divided into three
pans. In the first part, which was just after we came over the water between 18:00
and 18:15 UTC, we did some stratocumulus studies. The second part of the flight
was concerned with the vertical profile measurements. We headed to the original
Point A that was defined as 38 10’ N/74 10’ W. When we got out there we
adjusted the location of A to give us a good clear-sky view, because there was quite
a bit of cloud around on this flight, but we did get into a hole that was about 30
miles across. The new A was at 38 19’ N/73 42’ W. We were doing runs at 100
ft on either side of that location from 18:30 to 18:45, that is on either side of the
satellite overpass. From 18:45 to 19:07 UTC we climbed from 100 ft to 10,000 ft
got well above the haze layer. We got good sunphotometer measurements during
the runs at 100 ft and on the climb up. We got detailed aerosol samples, chemistry
at 10,000 ft. We then started our descent but the location of A was allowed to drift
(which generally we haven’t allowed it to do in previous flights). In this case it
drifted in order to keep as best we could in a clear hole, which gave us good
sunphotometer measurements but confused somewhat the aerosol measurements.
As a consequence, we didn’t hit the layers we expected to hit on the descent and we
ended up getting detailed aerosol samples only at 2,200 ft on the way down. So we
defined the midpoint of those samples at 2,200 ft as yet another A (the location was
38’ 17’ and 73 22’), so that was the center of our sampling at 2,200 ft. We then
descended to 100 ft and got under the A that we had used at 2,200 ft and grabbed
one bag sample there for chemistry at 20:32 UTC. Following that we climbed
steadily out and returned to the coast (which is the third part of this flight that we
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are now engaged in) in the hope of doing some more stratocumulus studies just
offshore; we will see if that materializes. Okay, Damon?

DR: Of course, I didn’t get any good data while you were doing your cloud samples and
that’s expected. We did descended back to 100 ft, I got good data down there.
When we descended to 100 ft after your cloud sampling, then we ascended to
10,000 ft had nice clear skies and I got excellent data during the ascent and during
our legs at 10,000 ft and descended to 5,500 ft, 3,500 ft and 2,200 ft and got good
readings at all those different levels. Our final pass at Point A at 100 ft I also got
some good clear skies.

PH: Thank you. We’ll do the rest of the summary after we finish the cumulus studies.

9:31 PM

PH: Art?

AR: Go ahead.

PH: Summarize.

AR: Okay. Our flight today was behind what Peter would call a warm-sector rainband
(since he wrote the book on those). We did have one shift to the surface, but the
true cold front with the dewpoint change was actually behind the warm sector band
with the wind shift this morning. The dry air did not reach here during our flight,
as a result we had a rather suppressed murky boundary layer. At 3,500 ft out with
our rendezvous with the satellite it was very hazy and we were near the top of the
layer, but perhaps because of a shortwave passing we had extremely complicated
haze scenario with the haze generally topping out around 10,000 ft, but it seemed
like where we went someplace different the haze layer was very different. To me
the point at 38.2/73.2<> was a singularity point that was very impressive because at
3,300 ft the visibility was 100-150 nautical miles to the east. Here near the coast at
that same level you can hardly see clouds a mile away. Anyway it was just a very
interesting flight. Overhead we had much cirrus. We tuned our flight to the holes
in the cirrus and maybe drifted off where we really wanted to be, but we at least got
good photometer readings. At the end of the flight we sampled some towering
cumulus, bases probably around 2,500 ft, tops probably exceeding 8-9,000 ft on
the highest turrets and droplet concentrations were over 500 cm’3 at least looking
down the wing of the plane where the wing tip disappeared in the better updrafts in
those cumulus. Cloud bases were generally over 20"C. We had generally
northwest flow up until the very highest layers where the flow turned more west-
northwest. I probably left some out, but Peter I’ll let you do your good job.

PH: Just say two sentences about the cumulus studies at the beginning.

AR: Yes. We sampled the bottom third of the cumulus. We sampled first by going
through the top of a dissipating cumulus that we found on the downwind end.
Before we could really do much with it it disappeared. We then found some tall
cumulus that we sampled the bottom third and did first the downwind end picking
out a piece of cloud that was descending from cloud top and was dropping down to
the lower third of the portion of the cloud and made a sample there. Then went
through a couple of clouds, while Dean grabbed his bag sample, they were in a
building stage giving a good idea of what the cores of those clouds were like, and
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then we finished off by going on the upwind edge. Unfortunately, we were a bit
high above cloud base as it turned out at 3,200 ft. Cloud base probably closer to
2,500-2,700 ft in retrospect.

PH: Okay. Dickensian sentences! Ray?

RW: Took 101 no-bags. Backscatter-to-total scatter ratio varied from about 10% at the
surface up to about 18% at high altitude and absorption was characteristically low
throughout the entire flight. That’s about it.

PH: Jack?

JR: Well, the first of the flight had several computer crashes, unexplained. Other than
that, it’s been fine. The lidar seems to be acting funny.

PH: How long did the computer crashes last?

JR: Right up through just before we went down to 100 ft.

PH: But it was intermittent, wasn’t it, up until that time?

JR: Yes, that’s right.

PH: Is Don there now?

9:36 PM

DS: Go.

PH: Summarize.

DS: Well, got CCN measurements throughout most of the flight. Had some problems
with the CCN we were doing up, down, steep, left, and right. Lidar looks like it’s
working okay now. We had a few problems with it as well. The CAR has worked
the entire flight.

PH: Okay. What’s the lidar doing, what’s the symptom, Don?

DS: Well, there’s a little bit of an offset in the signal.

9:37 PM

PH: So that’s it. We’re coming in to land.

(p) Summary of UW Flight 1737 (July 27, 1996)

7:25 PM

PH: We’d better start to summarize this flight. We first of all did a profile over Wallops
Island, but it was spoiled by cirrus almost throughout. We may have got a few
clear spots but not very good sunphotometer measurements. Nevertheless, we
climbed to 8,000 ft and got some samples there. We came down to 7,000 ft. I’m
just doing this from memory now, because I haven’t had time to right it up. I think
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we got samples at 7,000 ft. Then think we headed out to Point A, which was
about 100 miles or so east-southeast of Wallops to 37 50’ N/72 40’ W. On the
way out to Point A, we flew at different levels just to get some variety of
measurements in flight, 4,000, 2,000, 1,500 and 1,000 ft. Then we arrived at A at
1,000 ft and we did four banked turns at A to get reflectivity measurements over the
ocean. That was between 16:31 and 16:43 UTC. Then four banked turns for sky
radiance measurements between 16:47 and 16:56, all in good clear sky (no cirrus)
conditions. We then descended to 100 ft and got good sunphotometer
measurements at 100 ft between 16:59 and 17:00, again in clear sky. We then
started our climb over A, climbed to 500 ft, grabbed a sample for chemistry at 500
ft on the way up, continued to climb to 8,800 ft. We did extensive aerosol
sampling at 8,800 ft, descended to 6,700 ft and got some chemistry samples there,
by which time it was time to go back to 100 ft for the satellite overpass. So, we
arrived at 100 ft at about 18:20. I think we got good sunphotometer measurements
again during the next 5 mins or so there between 18:20 and 18:27, with the
NOAA-12 satellite overpass at 18:23 UTC. We were 1 mile from A at that time at

100 ft. The Covert neph was reading 7.7x10’^ m’1 at the time of the satellite
overpass. Then from 18:27 to 18:33 we climbed to 2,400 ft for some more
chemistry samples. Grabbed our sample at 2,400 ft at 18:33 and stayed there for
about 15 mins, I think, and got samples. Then we headed back to Wallops at 2,400
ft. Just before reaching the coast, we climbed to 3,000 ft. Hold on, we’re still
climbing. Larry, hold the altitude here. Okay. We climbed to 3,500 ft, which we
are now maintaining. And we hope to grab some measurements on a quick profile
on the way up over the island again if it’s cloud free. So, a very good flight in
terms of blue sky conditions, but fairly clean air today compared with yesterday’s
good measurements under the satellite in clean conditions. We should have good
aerosol profile measurements for comparing with the sunphotometer. John?

JL: All right. Got good clear sky sunphotometer measurements both on our initial
approach to Point A at 100 ft, that’s after the satellite overpass, and then after
satellite overpass. Those measurements were quite consistent with mid-visible
optical depth of about 0.17, perhaps 0.18. That’s at 100 ft before and after satellite
overpass. got a very good profile at the top of the haze, above the haze, had mid-
visible optical depths in the order of 0.035 probably +/-0.005. That gives us a layer
optical thickness, that is, layer being from 100 ft above surface to the 8,800 ft
height of about 0.13-0.14 for the layer thickness. Let me see if have anything else
to add to that. Got good measurements generally at the various levels at which the
chemistry samples were taken. didn’t mention the profile over the island
outbound was rather dreadful. Although, maybe able to pull out a meaningful
optical depth through what we think were clear skies both at the bottom and the top
of that profile, but in-between it was really cirrus contaminated.

PH: Yes, I forgot to mention that we had cirrus over the land that was coming in from
the west extending out to the east and that was why we extended out sampling
points much further out east than we originally intended. We outran the cirrus and
that worked out very well. Go on, John.

JL: I think that’s about all have to add.

PH: Okay, An?

AR: Yes. Our flight today was about 18 h after the dewpoint front (or probably the true
cold front) passed through Wallops. The dewpoint is down in the low 60s this
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morning. We took off just as the first cumulus fractus were beginning to form
indicating the boundary layer was getting mixed up to about 4,000 ft the cloud base
height that we had today and our first pass was at 400 ft. I didn’t, see any slotting
or layering of the haze until above the tops of the cumulus fractus which was
someplace around 4,000-4,500 ft and then above that level the usual occasional
slotting in the haze. We climbed to 8,000 ft and at that point I estimate the top of
that haze layer was still another 1,000-2,000 ft. It was very murky still at 8,000 ft.
Just to contrast that, when we were at 8,000 ft over the A point we had a very firm
crisp top and I think we exited the junk just within a few hundred feet of that. So, I
noted also that the dewpoint depression over Wallops at 8,000 ft was about 3 at
8,000 ft over A. It was about 13 indicating a quite sharp meteorological gradient
and, as Peter noted, we hit the cirrus edge over Wallops think maybe 10 mins
earlier we would have got that, but as it turned out we out flew that same cirrus
edge by about approximately h time and that gave us cirrus free for h on A. I
can’t think of anything else that you haven’t covered already, Peter. So, if think
of it, I’ll jump back in.

PH: Okay, good. should mention also that on our runs through Point A during the
descent, while we were getting our detailed measurements, we were running north-
south, which should have put us along the gradient line that Larry Stowe had
recommended earlier on in the morning. So, we should have seen some gradient in
aerosol from south to north, although didn’t actually notice anything in real rime,
but maybe it was there.

JL: I didn’t see it either, Peter, with the sunphotometer, but we’ll have to look at that.

PH: Okay. Dean, would you summarize before we reach the coast.

DH: Okay. Son of an interesting day. Somewhat clean aloft. More so than we’ve seen
on any but a couple of the flights. We had some trouble with the DMPS. It looked
like maybe a little butanol got into the optical box somehow or other; this now
seems to have dried out a bit. We are getting better looking data than we got at the
start of the flight, but I’m going to have to screen it. A lot of it’s going to have to
be thrown out think. But good filter measurements at a couple of altitudes in the
marine profiles, so we came out with something here.

PH: Okay. Ray?

RW: Let’s see. 12 no-bags today. A little bit different situation with the atmospheric
backscattering. Backscattering ratios varied from about 14 to 20%. The
wavelength dependence was also higher than it usually has been. Going along with
this, absorption was typically 10% of the dry scattering and 8% of ambient, which
is a little bit higher than its been at most points.

PH: Thanks. Don?

DS: The CCN has been working pretty well, channels 2, 3 and 4. Channel 1 I’ve had
trouble with today. It came and went. It looks like it may be a balance flow
problem. I’ve been diddling with the flows and I’ve been occasionally been able to

get it working, but then the other three channels decide not to count. The CAR, we
did four circles looking down and four circles looking up and it’s been running the
entire flight quite good. Lidar I haven’t looked at much, but it’s been running as
well. IR channel again still maybe a little flaky but the green looks okay.
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PH: Jack?

JR: I think everything worked okay except for the DMPS TSI CN counter, which I
guess we will let dry out overnight.

PH: Okay. That’s the end of the summary of the main pan of the flight. I’ll do a very
brief summary after we finish sampling over Wallops Island, just as we come in to
land.

8:07 PM

PH: Okay, Larry. Good flight. Thank you. So, to summarize the last part of this
flight, we just spent 20 mins or so picking out a couple of aerosol layers very
quickly over the sunphotometer sites on Wallops Island, but there was cirrus
overhead and we weren’t getting good sunphotometer measurements. There was
smoke in the area, which we avoided. It probably didn’t affect us. But we still
haven’t really got a good profile in clear sky over the ground-based
sunphotometers. There has always been some cloud around there, although we’ve
tried many times now.

(q) Summary of UW Flight 1738 (July 29, 1996)

10:13 PM (End of Tape 1. No summary at end of tape.)

PH: The flight can be divided into two parts. In the first (and main) part of the flight we
headed south to Point A (3628’ N/7440’ W), which was a clear-sky area
associated with a mesolow off Norfolk. From 18:33-19:03 UTC we made runs at
100 ft through A and obtained good sunphotometer measurements. From 19:03-
19:24 UTC we climbed to 8,300 ft over A. From 19:24-19:54 UTC we obtained
detailed measurements at 8,300 ft on either side of A perpendicular to the wind.
From 19:54 to 20:00 UTC we descended from 8,300 ft down to 6,400 ft. Then we
got extensive samples at 6,400 ft from 20:00 to 20:41. From 20:41 to 20:48 UTC
we descended over A from 6,400 ft down to 3,000 ft. We sampled at 3,000 ft
going through A between 20:49 and 21:19 UTC. We had good clear sky
measurements throughout. There was some gradient north to south in the aerosol
parameters. Note that we had no satellite overpass today. Might possibly see if we
could use GOES data to retrieve some aerosol parameters. No other aircraft were
involved with us today. We were in an area we haven’t worked before which was
just east of Norfolk. It should be a good case for comparison of aerosol
measurements with good sunphotometer measurements. The second part of the
flight was between 21:19 UTC and going near to the end of the flight as we headed
back to Wallops, where we sampled cloud just starting north of A and then
preceding north. Below-cloud base samples and in-cloud base samples in patchy
stratocumulus. Okay, An, would you like to summarize.

AR: I’ll just set the broad meteorological picture by saying that we flew after a major
rainband passed over Wallops Island. A few hours after that band went by, and
clouds were lifting and thinning, when we took off, with the mid-clouds drifting
off to the east. In the wake of that rainband, a little mesoscale circulation formed.
We found a clear hole pretty easily and saw some wind shifts at the surface in the
vicinity of the hole, but nothing drastic. Generally the winds were out of the west
or nonhwest. Didn’t show a closed circulation at the surface. White cap coverage
didn’t change with the winds increasing in strength toward the east end and a little
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lighter toward the west end of this circulation. think that’s how it went. As Peter
noted, haze structure above the boundary layer clouds, which topped out at 2,000-
2,500 ft with bases at 500 to 700 ft. There was an extremely complicated structure
in those haze layers, which Peter has mentioned, and in the east-west and north-
south legs it appeared as though the haze sloped downward toward the north.
When we were going on the north-south legs and going east to west it appeared to
become much cleaner and the haze layers tend to slope perhaps slightly upward in
the west to east direction. Some of this was indicated by the presence of a clear slot
to the north of A, in which cumulonimbus clouds, a good 125 to 150 nautical miles
away, were visible on the northeast horizon, yet looking to the southeast horizon
there were several slivers of haze that obscured the equally large and almost as
distant cumulonimbus clouds in that direction. So, it was extremely interesting and
complicated haze scenario. We did not see any cirrus go overhead until the tail end
of the flight right now and we did find a nice region ofstratocumulus for Dean. It
was 10s of kilometers in horizontal dimensions.

Thanks, An. Damon?

We had excellent conditions for our vertical profile. There were no cirrus clouds.
Our low pass we got good measurements at 100 ft. During our ascent up to 8,300
ft, like I said, there were no clouds at all and during all of our perpendicular legs at
8,300, 6,400, and 3,000 ft. The only minor problem was the Phi Beta computer
went down for like maybe 30 sees during our ascent to 8,300 ft, but that shouldn’t
have caused us any problems. That’s it. We didn’t take any measurements of the
sunphotometer during the cloud sampling for obvious reasons.

Good. Thanks, Damon. Ray?

Took 100 no-bags. Absorption was low and atmospheric backscattering was low
pretty much the whole flight. That’s about it.

Okay. Don?

Well, let’s see. On this flight the CCN has worked quite well. Haven’t had any
major problems to speak of with it. did lose a tracking with the numbers once or
twice when we were doing a few of the turns, but got them back within a minute
or so.

And the lidar?

Well, it seems to have worked. It’s been off because we’ve been too low for most
of this later part of the study.

Okay. And we should note that the CAR is now off. It was taken off by Si-Chee
after Saturday’s flight that was July 27. Jack?

Nothing to report that hasn’t been reported all ready.

Just the computer out for a few minutes, right, near the beginning of the flight.

About 45 sees, actually.

Okay, fine. I’ll get Dean here in a minute.
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10:35 PM

PH: Okay. Here’s Dean’s summary.

DH: A good clear-air profile with filter samples at three altitudes. Interestingly enough
there was quite a lot of volatility to the aerosol spectrum this time around. Much
more clear cut than we’ve seen in the previous flights we’ve made on the entire
study. The other thing was we had a nice interesting cloud-aerosol interactions
encountered here characterizing the cloud top boundary layer. I’ve got some nice
samples in the cloud deck to compare with some samples taken at the base of the
boundary layer and they do show the standard bimodal-monomodal dichotomy,
which I was hoping to see. That’s it.

PH: Okay. Good, Dean. I’m glad you got something. The DMPS is therefore back
working properly now?

DH: That’s affirmative. It was working quite well today.

PH: Do you think it was just that one flight on Saturday the 27th that wasn’t working?

DH: Yes, that’s correct.

PH: Okay. Heading into Wallops.

(r) Summary of UW Flight 1739 (July 31, 1996)

5:06 PM

PH: Good blue sky above here, some scattered clouds below. I’m just going to give a
short summary of the first pan of the flight which was concerned with in-flight
calibration with the C-130. We met up with the C-130 at 37" 55’ N/75" 10’ W at
about 15:20. We did a wingtip-to-wingtip horizontal run with the C-130 alongside
us at 2,000 ft in clear air between about 15:20 and 15:30. Then from 15:30 to
16:08 we climbed from 2,000 ft to 15,000 ft with the C-130 just behind us just off
our right wing. We then, I think, maybe went to 15,500 ft which took us through
some small altocumulus clouds. Not very much but got something on the drop
rate. We finished off by doing a horizontal run with the C-130 just above us,
think it was about 15,500 ft. We climbed 500 ft to 15,500 ft in order to clear the
top of the clouds and then did a horizontal run above cloud top.

5:12 PM

PH: Earlier I summarized the calibration with the C-130, which ended up with a 10-min
run above cloud tops at 15,500 ft. The C-130 then broke away from us. We then
headed south to start the second part of the flight, which was a profile over Wallops
which I will summarize at the end of the flight.

6:31 PM

PH: I’m now going to summarize the second part of the flight. But before do that, I
should note that on the first part of the flight when we were calibrating with the
C-130 that during our climb to 15,000 ft there was an ERS-2 overpass with
occurred at 16:02 UTC. The second pan of the flight was a venical profile. We
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used measurements obtained in the vertical profile made with the C-130 to establish
sampling levels for the descent. We then moved our location somewhat to a fairly
nice large clear hole near Wallops (location 37 30’ N/75 30’ W) which we called
Bravo (B). For the second part of the flight we did detailed sampling passing
through or close to B. From 16:27 to 17:12 UTC we were sampling through B at
13,000 ft. Detailed measurements at 13,000 ft. At 16:50, however, we shifted our
roughly north to south line a few miles to the west in order to make it run closer to
the shore and pretty much over Wallops Island, so we could compare with the
ground base measurements there. But we continued our north-south legs now
centered on Wallops. From 17:12 to 17:26 UTC we descended over Wallops from
13,000 ft to 8,900 ft. We then sampled at 8,900 ft through Wallops from 17:26 to
18:04 UTC. 18:04 to 18:19 we descended over Wallops from 8,900 ft to 3,500 ft.
At 18:19 we started our sampling at 3,500 ft just below the top of the boundary
layer and we are now presently sampling along a north-south line passing through
Wallops. That is the summary so far. Ray, would you like to summarize so far?

Let’s see. Up to this point I’ve taken 85 no-bags. The first part of the flight on the
ascent the absorption fraction was a little bit higher than we’ve seen before, about
10% of dry scattering. But up at 13,000 ft for at least pan on the leg it was as high
as 30%. Albeit those numbers are somewhat noisy, but think it’s real. Also the
humidigram displayed low hygroscopic growth which is a bit unusual at least for
this trip. This last one we took also showed a bit of growth but not a lot. That’s
about it up to this point.

Okay. Don.

CCN has done quite well. On this last bag channel is starting to act up a little
again. That may have to do with the turbulence and the turns we’re doing. That’s
about it. We got a little bit of lidar data early on when we were at 10,000 ft and it
seemed to look okay.

Okay, Russ. Just discussed briefly what you’ve seen on the sunphotometer,
particularly where you got good measurements and where they started to
deteriorate.

Measurements were pretty good above the 10,000 ft mark. Just recently I started
getting noisy data at about, I guess, 3,300 ft.

Yes. That is as this thicker cirrus started to come over us. Okay. Jack.

Other than two or three computer stoppages, nothing unusual.

How many were there exactly?

Was it two? I don’t remember.

I think it was three.

Yes. It was three I guess.

But just for a few minutes each, weren’t they?

Very short, yes.
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PH: Also, we noticed a problem with the Ophir.

JR: Yes, that’s right,

PH: Would you say something about that?

JR: Well, the Ophir has a problem at very low absolute humidities. These high
dewpoint depressions it can’t really figure it out very well.

PH: And that’s when we were doing our run above the tops of the altocumulus in the
first part of the flight with the C-130 where it was very dry. The Ophir was reading
100%, so it doesn’t do very well, as Jack said, with very low absolute humidities.
It seems to be working okay when the absolute humidity is higher. Okay, John,
would you summarize.

JLR: Yes. We took three filter sets, one each at the altitudes of 13,000, 8,900, and
3,500 ft. And 15 DMPS samples, most of those look good except for the ones at
very high altitudes where the counts were very small.

PH: Okay. So you’ve got sets of all your filters at the three altitudes that we did,
13,000, 8,900 and presently at 3,500 ft.

JLR: We have one more bag to go at this altitude.

PH: Okay. Art.

6:40 PM

AR: Conditions at take off were a warm sector with the passage of a mid-level warm
sector rainband or broken coverage rainband disconnected from the surface with
scattered light convective showers that went offshore. Prior to that takeoff we were
in the thinning cloud regime behind that, which consisted of cirrostratus and cirrus
in high levels well above 30,000 ft and altocumulus/cirrocumulus high level
altocumulus at 20,000 to 23,000 ft that had two or three ice canals in it. We
sampled with the photometer those ice canals in the altocumulus/cirrocumulus,
while we were flying with the C-130.

PH: I might just add to the summary that we have accomplished three things so far on
this flight. In-flight calibration with the C-130, measurements beneath the overpass
of the ERS-2 satellite, and measurements beneath the overpass of the NOAA-14
satellite.

PH: Yes, as I was saying, so we did our calibration with the C-130, which included the
ERS-2 overpass at 16:02 UTC. We did a vertical profile in a fairly good clear hole.
That was during the time of the NOAA-14 overpass, which was at 15:18 LT and at
13:38 LT, plus our measurements over Wallops Island. So we combined quite a
few things on this flight. And now we’re going to see if we can meet up with the
Pelican. But, as Ken just said, that’s looking tricky now.

6:46 PM

AR: Continuing the summary of the flight. We began our check with the C-130
wingtip-to-wingtip check. They were just behind us within I’d say 100 meters.
And we did two legs, I believe it was two legs, south and north. Then we began a
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climb trying to catch up with the mid-level rainband that had moved over that
morning and expecting bases 10,000 +/- 2,000 ft or so. But they turned out to be on
the upper end of that, I think around 1,500 to 12,500 ft in the lowest bases. There
were actually three different layers in that area. The bases also sloped which
provided some communication problems. But anyway, after we continued to
climb, we made our turnaround at the north-end point of our rendezvous line. We
did go into cloud together with the C-130 plainly visible the whole time as cloud
puffs went by. I got a picture with my roily cord, which hope will turn out, when
they were in the thickest pan of that cloud. Then as we climbed we exited the cloud
since were at the back edge. We were actually climbing up through the higher
layers of that. As I say we started our climb under the lower bases; but actually as
we climbed toward the exit of the cloud, we were actually in slivers that continued
to be higher aloft so you get the impression of the cloud base always being above
you for part of that leg. And then about the midway point there was yet another
sliver of altocumulus that was above the flight level, just barely above both our
flight levels, and that appeared to be the ultimate top of the haze at least partitioning
99.5% of the haze later. We did not go above about 13,500 ft, I think it was, and
at that level we took our bag samples and were flying in the satellite-dictated clear
air hole that was fairly near the Wallops coastline. We got a couple more cirrus
contrail intercepts, which I estimated the times of and so that will be’another
photometer data point for contrails as well as some in the ice canal in the 20,000 ft
or so altocumulus clouds. Winds have been consistently out of the southwest at
240 to 10 to 15 knots on the water. Cloud bases about 1,800 ft on takeoff, about
3,500 to 3,200 ft on the tail of our flight. As we ended the warm sector squall line
that had formed to the west of us, it was encroaching with a severe cell off to the
southwest about 2:30 PM local and later, probably within 30 nautical miles. But, in
general, the line looked pretty weak as we got closer to it. Haze layers also showed
some tendency for sloping.
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5. TYPES OF DATA COLLECTED ABOARD THE CONVAIR C-131A IN TARFOX

Eighteen flights, totaling 72 research flight hours, were flown by the University of

Washington’s Convair C-131A research aircraft in TARFOX during the period July 10-31, 1996.

Table 3 contains a complete listing of the flights for all four aircraft involved in TARFOX.

Table 4 shows the relationships between the C-131A flights, satellite overpasses, and other aircraft

flights. It should be noted that the various aircraft were not always sampling in the same region at

the same time.

Table 5 (p. 70) gives a brief overview of the data collected aboard the C-131A in

TARFOX. More information on each of the bulleted items in Table 5 is given below.

The general procedure for obtaining the vertical profile measurements beneath satellites

and/or the ER-2 over the Atlantic Ocean was as follows (Fig. 19-p. 71). From satellite

information available prior to take off (and sometimes from information relayed from the C-130

and LASE/ER-2 imagery), an initial cloud-free region (up to -100 nautical miles from Wallops

Island) was chosen for the location of the C-131A vertical profile. The C-131A then headed out to

this region, the location of which, if necessary, was changed in flight to provide the best cloud-free

region beneath the satellite or ER-2 overpass. Starring at this location and at an altitude of about

100 ft above the surface (referred to as Point A in the flight transcripts and Fig. 19), the aircraft

was flown on several horizontal legs (-10-20 nautical miles in length) centered on A and oriented

across the wind (to avoid contamination of the measurements by the aircraft exhaust). During

these horizontal legs most of the measurements listed in Table were obtained, with particular

emphasis on obtaining sunphotometer measurements of the complete vertical column above the

aircraft and detailed aerosol characterization. The aircraft then spiraled above A to above the top of

the main haze layers (to Point B in Fig. 19). This ascent provided continuous realtime

measurements of the vertical profile of aerosols (e.g., the light-scattering coefficient of the ambient

and dried aerosols, and differential sunphotometer measurements). This information was used to

decide at which horizontal levels (C, D..., which were generally located in the main haze layers) to

obtain more detailed measurements (similar to those obtained at A) in the subsequent descent over
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TABLE 3. LISTING OF FLIGHTS FOR ALL FOUR AIRCRAFT IN TARFOX. ALL TIMES ARE UTC

l-ASE problem early in flight; MAS ok; good results from C-131
(profile 0-13000 ft SE of Wallops)
C-131 aerosol-cloud inlcracuon study (upwind and downwind of
Sc)
Pelican lest flights: ER-2 flight for LASE checkout only. C-131A
(1st fit:): profile over Wallops to 10,000 ft. C-131A (2nd fit:):
multilevel gradient fit. to 8400 ft. Fit area was 50 miles east of
Atlantic City.
Good coordinated mission. C-131A: Profde to 14,300 ft. east of
Wallops, scattered Cu. ER-2: MAS&LASE working weU. Clear at
time of AVHRR overpass. Pelican: flighl coordinated with C-131A
Non-TARFOX mission due to weather
C-130: low background aerosol; profile over Wallops Is. C-131A
(1st fit:): good reflec. over Dismal Swamp-profile to 8,000
ft. over Wallops; broken clouds. C-131A (2nd fit:): profile to
10,000 ft., reflec. over ocean. ER-2: racetrack then ship
overflight.
.C-130: higher aerosol loading; 2 Wallops Is. profiles. C-131A:
profile to 10,500 ft. over Wallops; profile over ocean to 9.000 ft.
Pelican: vertical stack over ocean

LASE checkout flight; Pelican: lest flight. No other flights due to
unsuitable weather
C-130: aerosol sampling. C-131A: 80 miles SE of Wallops Is.;
profile to 10.000 ft; aerosol gradient observed.
C-130: aerosol sampling. C-131A: 30 mi east of Atlantic City;
profile to 6,000 ft.; aerosol gradient flight
Good aerosol gradient observed. C-130: Wallops Is. profile.
C-131A (1st fit): vertiol profile at 37’331/75’51 in mainly clear
sky to 7.000 ft. C-131A (2nd fit): aerosol gradient fit along N-S
line. NE of Wallops Is.
C-131A: 50 mi. east of Wallops; vertical profile beneath ER-2 to
10.000 ft. ER-2: racetrack then Bermuda overflight. Pelican: clear
legion Delaware Bay
C-130: good aerosol loading; 2 profiles over Wallop* h. C-131A:
Vertical profiles to 8,000 ft over Wallops I.; profile over ocean to
8,800 ft.; surface reflec. and sky radiance meal. over ocean.
Pelican: initial sunphotomelerlest flights
C-l30: flighl conducted at 30* N: Pelican: sunpholameter test
flighU

DATE
1996

July 10

July 11

July 12

July 13

July 14

July 15

July 16

h.K

TakeoTr

X

x

x

1630

X

1645

-2
Land

X

X

X

1915

X

1905

Peli
TakeoH

X

X

X

x

x

1423
1830

can
’Land’

X

X

X

x

x

1612
2022

C-l
E-Or^-

1448
1851

X

X

1659

1322

1255
1658

31
E-Ofr

1648
2223

X

X

2117

1525

1524
2200

C-l
TakeoH

X

X

X

X

X

X

30
Lnd(

X

X

X

X

X

X

Satellite*
Predicted Overpass

NOAA-14(1806.

NOAA-14(1755.
ERS-2(1559)
LANDSAT (1400
NOAA-14 (1744,

NOAA-14(1733.

NOAA-14(1722,

NOAA-14 (1711.
ERS-2 (1605)
NOAA-14 (1700,

rimes,

1946)

1935)

1924)
1913)

1902)

1851)

1840)

Weather in flight areas
JTC)

C-131A: Partly cloudy.

Hurricane Bertha approaching:
TARFOX down.

Tropical storm eye passes near Wallops
Is. in morning.
C-131A: Panly cloudy. ER-2: dual-layer
cloud deck; broken conditions.
C-131A: Few low clouds.

C-131A: Variable cloud; some blue sky
on both flights. Pelican: Variable

Notes

C-131A (lit fit.): ascended with rawin balloon from Wallops Is
profile 0-10000 fi. C 131A(2nd fit:), profile to 13.000 ft over
Delaware Bay in hole

TARFOX shut down for weather in aftcmoun

TARFOX shut down for weather in morning

1-ASE problem early in flighl; MAS ok; good results from C-l 31
(profile 0-13000 ft SE of Wallops)
C-131 aerosol-cloud inlcracuon study (upwind and downwind of
Sc)
Pelican lest flights: ER-2 flight for l.ASE checkout only. C-131A
(1st fit:): profile over Walloos to 10000 fi C-111A Ond t\r\-

July 17 1645 2210 1547 2139 1720 2157 C-131A: partly sunny. Pelican: partly
cloudy. ER-2: low-level cloud & cirrus;

X X NOAA-14(1649, 1829)

1400 2205 NOAA.14 (1818.2000)
1400 2300 LANDSAT (1455)

NOAA-14 (1757, 1938)

Open hole in clouds for -1 hr.
July 18 X X X X X X
July 20 1648 2253 X X 1255 1535

1736 2233

C-130: small cumulus, cirrus overcast.

C-130: clear skies. C-131A; sunny to
partly cloudy. ER-2: clear early fit;
then broken clouds, then clear again.

July 21 1645 2125 1837 2212 1642 2126 1400 2215 NOAA-14 (1746, 1927) C-130: mainly clear, one cirrus intrusion
ER-2: clear early then 50-80 cloud
cover in afternoon.
Rain.

Patchy low-level clouds and cirrus.

Clouds closing on target area; small
cloud-free area stayed open.
C-131A: mostly clear over target area.
ER-2: cloud-free over "racetrack".

July 22 1730 2020 1512 1617 X X X X ERS-2 (1546)
NOAA-14 (1735. 1916)

1600 2005 NOAA-14(1724, 1905)

1400 1820 NOAA-14 (1713, 1854)

1400 2120 ERS-2 (1551)
NOAA-14 (1703, 1843)

X X NOAA-14(1652, 1832)

1410 2230 NOAA-14 (1821.2002)

July 23 X X X X 1744 2218

July 24 1645 2020 X X 1501 1942

July 25 1430 1900 X X 1353 1638
1808 2140

July 26 1730 2335 1640 2010 1723 2150 C-131A: isolated small low clouds.
Pelican: clear.

C-130: mostly dear. C-131A: mostly
clear near Pelican: high cirrus.

July 27 X X 1854 1953 1444 2022
2032 2208

July 28 X X 1306 1737 X X
1945 2232

1400 2145 ERS-2 (1556)
LANDSAT (Bermuda.
1400)
NOAA-14 (1810. 1951)

X X NOAA-14 (1759, 1940)

C-130: mostly clear near Pelican: high
cirrus.

July 29 X X 1848 2213 1348 1847 C-131A: clear area. Pelican: clear
areai.

Pelican: behind showen then clear.
C-131A: found decent hole over
Wallops h.

C-131A: vertical profile in cloud hole to 8,300 ft 100 nm SE of
Wallop* Is. in region of strong aerosol gradients; Pelican: 2 clear
regions NE of Wallopi
C-131A: 1) calibration with C130. ERS-2 sat. oveipu<@1602
during cal. ft., 2) vertical profile over Wallopi It., 1,300-3,500 ft;
NOAA-14 overpass @1738 (just after landing).

July 31 X X 1346 1930 1443 1922 1355 1628 ERS-2 (1602)
NOAA-14 (1738. 1918)

-’ E-On Engines On E-Off Engines Off X No Flight * NOAA-14 are predictions of times of closest approach to 37"N/74’W



TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF UW C-131A FLIGHTS BY CATEGORY FOR TARFOX

(a) C-131A Flight Profiles Beneath NOAA-I4 Satellite

Date
(1996)

July 14

cirrus cover to partly cloudy.

July 16

July 17

July 20

July 21

toward end of flight

July 23
patchy with cirrus and

July 24

July 25

July 26

July 27
approaching from west.

July 29

July 31

sampling above Wallops Is.
Calibration flight with C-130.

(Continued)

UW Flight
Number

1724

1727

1728

1730

1731

1732

1733

1735

1736

1737

1738

1739

Predicted Times of
NOAA-14 Closest

Approach to
37 N/74 W During

C-131A Flight
(UTC)

1722. 1902

1700, 1840

1829

1757, 1938

1746, 1927

1905

1713, 1854

1843

1832

1821, 2002

1759

1738, 1918

Other Aircraft
Flying

ER-2

ER-2
Pelican

ER-2
Pelican

C-130

ER-2
C-130
Pelican

C-130

ER-2
C-130

ER-2
C-130

ER-2
Pelican

C-130

Patchy stratocumulus with clear

C-130
Pelican

Notes

Initially mostly clear sides, some
very high cirrus. Later increasing

Mostly clear with occasional thin
cirrus, contrails, and low-level
fog.

Initially clear sides with
increasingly thick cirrus moving
in -1.5-2 hrs into flight

Thin haze layer, no cloud cover.

Initially clear with cirrus and
contrails increasing during 2nd
half of flight, then dissipating

Initially clear skies becoming

altocumulus.

Partly cloudy but with clear holes.

Mostly clear over target.

Thick haze and small clouds, but
measurements taken in a clear hole
-30 miles across.

Mostly clear with cirrus

areas.

Fairly cloudy, especially at low
levels, but with a clear hole for
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TABLE 4. (Continued)

(b) C-I31A Profiles Beneath ERS-2 Satellite

Date
(1996)

July 25

July 31

(c) C-I31A Profiles

Date
(1996)

July 20

(a) C-I31A Profiles Beneath ER-2

Date
(1996)

UW Flight
Number

1734

1739

UW Flight
Number

1729

UW Flight
Number

Predicted Times of
Satellite Overpass

During
C-I31A Flight

(UTC)

1551

1602

Predicted Times of
Satellite Overpass

During
C-I31A Flight

(UTC)

1455

Predicted Times of
Satellite Overpass

During
C-I31A Flight

(UTC)

Other Aircraft
Flying

Beneath LANDSAT Satellite

Other Aircraft
Flying

Other Aircraft
Flying

ER-2
C-130

C-130
Pelican

C-130

Notes

Clear sky with some wispy clouds

Fairly cloudy, especially at low
levels, but with a clear hole for
sampling above Wallops Is.
Calibration flight with C-130.

Notes

Low haze and partial cloud cover

Aircraft

Notes

July 14 1724 NOAA-14: 1722
1902

July 16 1727 NOAA-14: 1700
1840

July 17 1728 NOAA-14: 1829

July 20 1730 NOAA-14: 1757
1938

Initially mostly clear skies, some
very high cirrus. Later increasing
cirrus cover to partly cloudy.

Pelican Mostly clear with occasional thin
cirrus, contrails, and low level
fog. East of Atlantic City.

Pelican Initially clear skies with
increasingly thick cirrus moving
in ~1.5-2 hrs. into flight.

C-130 Thin haze layer and no clouds.

(Continued)
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TABLE 4. (Continued)

(d) C-I31A Profiles Beneath ER-2 Aircraft (Continued)

Date
(1996)

July 21

July 24

July 26

(e) C-I31A Profiles Over Wallops Island Ground Sites

Date
(1996)

July 10

July 16

July 20

July 21

July 25

July 27

July 31

UW Flight
Number

1731

1733

1736

UW Flight
Number

1722

1726

1729

1731

1734

1737

1739

Predicted Times of
Satellite Overpass

During
C-I31A Flight

(UTC)

NOAA-14: 1746
1927

NOAA-14: 1713
1854

NOAA-14: 1832

Predicted Times of
Satellite Overpass

During
C-I31A Flight

(UTC)

LANDSAT: 1455

NOAA-14: 1746
1927

ERS-2: 1551

NOAA-14: 1821
2002

NOAA-14: 1738
1918

ERS-2: 1602

Other Aircraft Notes
Hying

C-130 Initially clear but cirrus and
Pelican contrails increasing during 2nd

half of flight and then dissipating.

C-130 Vertical profile below ER-2 in good
clear hole in st half of flight.

Pelican Profile beneath ER-2 and
NOAA-14. Thick haze and small
clouds, but C-131 found clear hole.

Notes

Test flight. Followed rawindsonde balloon to
10,000 ft then profiled down. Partly cloudy
conditions.

Profile up to 10,000 ft. through very patchy low-
level cumulus and high-level cirrus and
altocumulus. Calibration flight with Pelican.

Profile from 8,000 2,200 ft. through partly
cloudy conditions during overpass of LANDSAT
(1455 UTC).

First half of flight profile over Wallops Is. from
10,500 400 ft. Mostly clear with low level haze
and some cirrus.

Pass over Wallops Is. at 1,000 ft on return.
Mostly clear skies with some wispy clouds and
low-lying pollution.

First half of flight profile over Wallops Is. from 400
8,000 ft. in mostly cloudy (cirrus) conditions.

Sample at 13,000 ft. then shift west to Wallops Is.
from 13,000 3,500 ft. Mostly cloudy but clear
hole over Wallops Is. Calibration flight with C-130.

(Continued)
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TABLE 4. (Continued)

(f) Surface Reflectivity Measurements from C-131A

Date
(1996)

UW Flight
Number

Predicted Times of
Satellite Overpass

During
C-131A Right

(UTC)

Notes

July 16

July 20

July 20

July 27

1727

1729

1730

1737

NOAA-14: 1700
1840

LANDSAT: 1455

NOAA-14: 1757
1938

NOAA-14: 1821
2002

Three banked turns for CAR reflectivity
measurements over Atlantic Ocean with low
cloud cover.

Four banked turns for good CAR reflectivity
measurements and sky radiance measurements
over Dismal Swamp. Clear sky.

Four banked turns over Atlantic Ocean east of
Wallops Is. and sky radiance measurements.
Clear sky.

Four banked turns over Atlantic Ocean and sky
radiance measurements 100 mi SE of Wallops Is.
Clear sky.
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TABLE 5. OVERVIEW OF DATA COLLECTED ON THE CONVAIR C-131A IN TARFOX

Vertical and horizontal profiles of aerosol properties on 12 occasions beneath NOAA-14

satellite overpasses.

Vertical and horizontal profiles of aerosol properties on 2 occasions beneath ERS-2

satellite overpass and on 1 occasion beneath a LANDSAT overpass.

Seven sets of vertical and horizontal profiles of aerosol properties beneath the ER-2 (five

of which were coincident with satellite overpasses).

Seven sets of vertical and horizontal profiles above 2 sunphotometers and the Raman lidar

on Wallops Island.

Several sets of measurements of effects of clouds on aerosols.

Three surface reflectivity measurements over the ocean (plus over the Great Dismal

Swamp).

One wing-tip to wing-tip calibration flights with C-l 30 and two with Pelican.
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ABOVE MAIN
HAZE LAYERS
(1 5.000 feet)
(At B obtain detailed measurements
in horizontal legs centered on B)

Descend at 500 ft/min
to center of haze level #1

C HAZE LAYER #1
(At C obtain detailed measurements
in horizontal legs centered on C)

D HAZE LAYER #2
(At D obtain detailed measurements
in horizontal legs centered on D)

E HAZE LAYER #3
(At E obtain detailed measurements
in horizontal legs centered on E)

F (At F do banked turns
for surface reflectivity and

100 ft { skv radiance measurements.)

OCEAN

^r1^/1?’ schemaric of^^ Conva\r C-131 A flight pattern for vertical profile measurements in
1 AivA vJyv.
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A. Following detailed measurements in horizontal passes through B, the aircraft descended

(generally over A, but in some cases adjustments were made to keep in a cloudless column) and

obtained detailed measurements in horizontal passes through C, D, etc. If cloudless conditions

remained after the aircraft had descended back down to a 1,000 ft or so above the ocean surface, a

series of banked aircraft turns were made to obtain surface reflectivity and sky radiance

measurements with the cloud absorption radiometer on the C-131A. A complete sequence of

vertical profile measurements generally took about 2 hours.

On seven occasions, when strong horizontal gradients in optical depth were apparent from

realtime satellite observations, more emphasis was placed on obtaining in situ aerosol

measurements from the C-131A along the line of the observed aerosol gradient.

Table 6 (p. 73) gives the dates, times, locations, and altitudes at which intensive

measurements were obtained aboard the C-131A in vertical profiles beneath satellites. Table 7

(p. 76) provides similar information for the vertical profiles beneath the ER-2, and Table 8 (p. 77)

for the vertical profiles above the two sunphotometers and the Raman lidar located on Wallops

Island.

Intermittently (but quite often) during each flight, samples of the outside air were brought

into the isokinetic "no-bag" sampler aboard the Convair C-131A for the purpose of measuring the

aerosol size distribution with the PMS ASASP-100X (0.18-3.0 urn diameter) and PMS LAS-200

(0.5 to 11 urn diameter) instruments. The "no-bag" sampling times for each flight are listed in

Table 9 (p. 78).

Chemical sampling during TARFOX consisted of continuous measurements of S02, CO,

C02 and 03, and "grab" samples of air (into a "velostat" bag made of carbon-doped polyethylene)

that were passed through a Teflon filter (for total mass and inorganics) and a quartz filter for

organics. Total aerosol mass was determined gravimetrically, inorganics by ion chromatography,

and organics by thermal evolution. A total of 39 Teflon filters and 39 quartz filters were exposed

to the outside air. Field "blanks" were utilized on each flight to determine the uncertainties

associated with filter handling (prior to sample exposure) in the field.
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TABLE 6. MEASUREMENTS OF VERTICAL PROFILES BENEATH SATELLITES FROM

THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S C-131A AIRCRAFT DURING TARFOX

Date
(1996)

University of
Washington’s
Flight Number

Satellite Predicted
Times of
NOAA-14
Closest

Approach to
37"N/74’W
During the

Period of the
C-131A

Profile (UTC)

Period of
C-131A
Profile
(UTC)

Location of
Profile*

Altitude of
Measurements**

(ft)

July 14 1724 NOAA14 1902 1742-2040 37000’/74054 100, 13000,
10000, 5800, 800

(Comments: Scattered clouds at low levels and thick haze, but good
measurements from C-131A made across wind direction along 23 mile
tracks. Increasing cloud cover later in flight.)

NOAA14 1840 1806-2056 3927’/7335’ 100, 8400. 3400,
5400, 980

July 16 1727

(Comments: Mostly clear skies with some thick haze in lower layers
early. No filter measurements at 3400 ft. All measurements made
perpendicular to wind about 50 miles east of Atlantic City. Good
aerosol gradient measurements.)

July 17 1728 NOAA14 1829 1804-2108 37030’/74010’ 100, 12800,
9400, 3820, 600

(Comments: Increasing cloud cover, but good aerosol measurements.
Measurements from Pelican at 8780, 3900, and 1300 ft; ER-2 also up.)

July 20 1729 LANDSAT 1455 1445-1520 3756’/7528’ 8000, 6700,
5300, 2200

(Comments: Over Wallops station with broken cumulus coverage
generally good measurements.)

July 20 1730 NOAA14 1938 1907-2108 3812’/7400’ 9750, 6450,
1900, 500

(Comments: Clear skies but low aerosol concentrations and thin multiple
haze layers. Filter samples at three altitudes. C-130 also flying. Sharp
but highly variable horizontal aerosol gradient observed.)

(Continued)

In the form (deg, min N/deg, min W).
Where "grab-bag" intensive measurements were obtained, which include DMPS panicle sizing and volatility,
filters for inorganics and organics, the humidification factor, and CCN spectra. Continuous measurements were
obtained at all altitudes.
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TABLE 6. (Continued)

Date
(1996)

Flight Number

Approach to

During the
Period of the

University of
Washington’s

Satellite
Times of
Predicted

NOAA-14
Closest

37’N/74"W

C-131A
Profile (UTC)

Period of
C-131A
Profile
(UTC)

Location of
Profile*

Altitude of
Measurements**

(ft)

July 21 1731 NOAA14 1927 1829-2054 3812’/7400’ 9,000, 3900,
10, 400, 100

(Comments: Variable but clearing cloud cover. Spotty sunphotometer
measurements but improving in later portion of profile. 20 mile runs
with Pelican; ER-2 also up.)

July 23 1732

July 24 1733

July 25 1734

July 25 1735

NOAA14 1905 1829-2100 364577435’ 100, 10000,
3700, 1900

(Comments: Clear skies until about 1950 UTC, and strongly polluted
conditions below 3700 ft. Good measurements with all instruments
operating properly, but only shallow aerosol gradient observed. C-130
up.)

NOAA14 1854 1721-1900 (38048’/7410’)- 500, 6000, 3000,
(3802’/7414’) 100, 300

(Comments: Aerosol gradient measurements in cloudy conditions until
after 1900 UTC. Large S02 plume from power plant observed along
gradient path. Little variation in aerosol size along gradient.)

ERS-2 1551 1420-1612 37033’/75005’ 100, 7000, 3800,
1300

(Comments: Mostly clear skies with strong pollution in the lower layers.
Good sunphotometer and chemical measurements.)

NOAA14 1843 1845-21 10 (3840’/74 10’)- 100, 8000, 7000,
(3740’/7410’) 5500, 1200

(Comments: Mostly clear skies with fairly high aerosol concentrations.
Good in situ and optical depth measurements along gradient path with
all instruments working properly.)

July 26 1736 NOAA14 1832 1815-2048 38019’/73042’ 100, 10000, 2200

(Comments: Hazy and mostly cloudy. Sample point allowed to drift to

avoid encroaching clouds. Midpoint defined at 38" 17’ N/7322’ W.
Generally good measurements.)

(Continued)
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TABLE 6. (Continued)

Date
(1996)

Flight Number

Approach to

During the
Period of the

University of
Washington’s

Satellite
Times of
Predicted

NOAA-14
Closest

37’N/74’W

C-131A
Profile (UTC)

Period of
C-131A
Profile
(UTC)

Location of
Profile*

Altitude of
Measurements*’1’

(ft)

July 27 1737

July 29 1738

NOAA14 1821 1631-1848 3750772’40’ 100. 500, 8800,
6700, 2400

(Comments: Clear sky and low pollution. Good sunphotometer and
chemistry data taken on north-south runs over target, but problems with
DMPS. Weak aerosol gradient.)

NOAA14 1940 1833-21 19 3628’/7440’ 100, 8300,
6400, 3000

(Comments: Clear sky. No equipment failures. Sampling at 8300 ft
during overpass east of Norfolk. Excellent measurements throughout.
High volatility to aerosol spectrum and some north-south gradient.)

July 31

July 31

1739

1739

1530-1608 3755’/7510’ 2000, 15500ERS-2 1602

(Comments: Calibration profile with C-130 and measurements through
clear hole in thin cirrus east of Wallops.)

NOAA14 1738 1627-1845 37030’/7530’ 13000, 8900,
3500

(Comments: Passes over Wallops ground sites under increasingly
cloudy skies. Initially good sunphotometer data, and good aerosol and
cloud measurements at all levels. Low visibility.)
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TABLE 7. MEASUREMENTS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S C-131A

AIRCRAFT IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE NASA ER-2 AIRCRAFT DURING TARFOX

Date University of Times of Location** Altitude of Comments
(1996) Washington Alignment* Measurements***

Flight Number (UTC) (ft)

July 14 1724 1742-2040’ 3700’/7454’ 13000, NOAA-14 overpass at 1902
10000, 5800, UTC. Scattered cloud cover.
800 ER-2 100 miles northwest

of C-131 sampling.

July 16 1727 1806-19052 39027’/73t35’ 100, 8400, NOAA-14 overpass at 1840
3400, 980, UTC. Pelican also up.
5400 Mostly clear skies. Good

aerosol gradient.

July 17 1728 1804-2108 3730’/74 10’ 12800, 9400, NOAA-14 overpass at 1829
3820, 606 UTC. Pelican also in

profile. Mostly clear skies.
Good aerosol measurements
but questionable sun-
photometer measurements.

July 20 1730 1830-1845 38 12’/7400’ 9750, 6450, NOAA-14 overpass at 1938
1900, 500 UTC. Clear skies. C-130

also in profile at same time
as C-131A.

July 21 1731 1820-20473 38 12’/7400’ 9000, 3900, NOAA-14 overpass at 1927
100, 400, UTC. Scattered clouds.

100 Pelican also in profile.

July 24 1733 1742-19013 3848774 10’ 6000, 3000, NOAA-14 overpass at 1854
500 UTC. 50 mile horizontal

aerosol gradient runs in
strong, low-level pollution.
Thick cloud cover.

July 26 1736 1815-2032 38 19’/7342’ 10000, 2200. NOAA-14 overpass at 1832
100 UTC. Mostly cloudy but

measurements taken in good
clear hole.

* Times when C-131A and ER-2 where stacked in the same general region.

** In the form (deg,min N/deg,min W).

*** Where "grab-bag" intensive measurements were obtained, which include DMPS particle
sizing and volatility, filters for inorganics and organics, the humidificarion factor, and CCN
spectra. Continuous measurements were obtained at all altitudes.

1 No vertical alignment among aircraft.

^ Times of profile overlaps.

3 Final time given is when C-131A left location of alignment with ER-2.
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TABLE 8. MEASUREMENTS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S C-131A

AIRCRAFT IN VERTICAL PROFILES OVER WALLOPS ISLAND DURING TARFOX

Date University of Period of
(1996) Washington’s Profile

Flight Number (UTC)

Range of
Altitude of

Measurements
(ft)

Altitudes of
Intensive

Measurements*
(ft)

Comments

July 10 1722 1536-1632 500-10,000

July 16 1726 1309-1512 2000-10,000 9500, 8125,
3800, 2000,
2800

July 20 1729 1445-1520 2200-8000 6700, 5300,
2200

July 21 1731 1700-1757 400-10500

July 25

July 27

July 31

1734

1737

1739

1631 1000

1503-1547 400-8000

1627-1845 2200-13000

10,000 Aircraft followed
rawinsonde launch from
Wallops Is. Fairly
overcast/partly sunny
conditions. Not much
good sunphotometer data.

Thick haze layer to -8,000
ft with scattered clouds
above Wallops. Detailed
aerosol and cloud studies
and later in-flight
calibration with Pelican at
2800 ft.

Scattered and increasing
cloud cover over ground
sites. LANDSAT
overpass at 1455 UTC.
Good measurements,
except some problems
with increasing cumulus.

Fairly clear skies with
some pollution and
multiple haze layers.
Good sunphotometer data
under some thin cirrus.
NOAA-14 overpass at
1746 UTC.

Pass over Wallops Is. on
way in to land under clear
skies and some haze.

8000, 7000, Broken cloud cover
400 spoiled sunphotometer

measurements. High haze
layer (>8,000 ft).

8900, Scattered cloud conditions
and thick aerosols even at
13000 ft. NOAA 14
overpass at 1738 UTC.
Pelican sampled below.

10500, 3000,
400

13000,
3500

* "Intensive measurements" include DMPS particle sizing and volatility, filters for inorganics and
organics, humidi’fication factor, and CCN spectra. Continuous measurements were obtained at
all altitudes.
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TABLE 9. TIMES (HHMMSS, UTC) AT WHICH MEASUREMENTS OF AEROSOL SIZE

DISTRIBUTIONS* WERE OBTAINED FROM THE "NO-BAG" GRAB SAMPLER ABOARD

THE C-131A AIRCRAFT IN TARFOX. (SEE TABLE 2 FOR DATES CORRESPONDING

TO UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (UW) FLIGHT NUMBERS LISTED HERE.)

Record

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

UW Fit 1722
150239
150439
150759
151703
152159
152723
153646
154057
154242
154439
154635
155157
155320
155449
160029
160302
160740
161003
161214
162354
162523
162930
163335

UW Fit 1723
190312
191046
191607
191930
192316
193049
193755
194042
194642
194842
195130
195328
195511
195851
200119
200256
200440
200645
200900
201052
201259
201410
201705
201841
202104
202217
202337
202625
202751
202939
203120
203414
203640
203900
204204
204530
204653
204851
205147
205321
205808
205948
210140
210352
210645
210913

UW FIt 1724
171558
172032
172842
173327
173655
174018
174356
174553
175013
175412
175736
180043
180307
180446
180646
180948
181230
181538
181821
182340
182844
183538
183728
183919
184054
184457
184645
184956
185620
185804
190121
190252
190508
190707
190829
191022
191348
191506
191654
191834
192029
192408
192604
192945
193203
193613

UW Fit 1725
134449
134843
135242
135507
141002
141745
142208
142542
142909
143211
143524
143756
143950
144260
144543
144845
145356
145854
150148
150437
150731
151021
151249

UW Fit 1726
130750
131203
131746
132005
132252
132506
132746
133119
133520
133823
134021
134519
134700
135153
135452
135734
135936
140109
140305
140432
140707
140841
141028
141451
141647
141906
142201
142503
142732
142944
143148
143444
143811
144125
144513
144755
145040
145301
145448
150101
150319
150524
150655
150955
151147

UW Fit 1727
171111
171259
171525
171826
172141
172438
172657
172932
173218
173722
174036
174235
174443
174716
174948
175239
175403
175637
175903
180243
180435
180801
181115
181305
181555
181835
182227
182536
182740
183219
183517
183703
183846
184204
184437
184735
184938
185137
185312
185514
190032
190516
190658
191008
191217
191440
(Continued)

*Provided by PMS ASASP-100X (0.18 to 3.0 urn diameter) and PMS LAS-200 (0.5 to 11 urn diameter).
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Record
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

UW Fit 1722 UW Fit 1723
211102
211616
211803
212351
212535
212731
212854
213038
213238
214045
214900
215115
215315
215715

UW FIt
193828
194027
194350
194540
194834
195051
195330
195732
195915
200349
200633
200847
201110
201311
201647
201855
202046
202219
202415
202551
202948
203314
204021
204140
204314
204549
205141
205319
205504
205727

1724 UW Fit 1725 UW Fit 1726 UW Fit 1727
191621
191750
191950
192230
192438
192707
192957
193202
193816
194056
194338
194743
195036
195407
195710
195942
200224
200530
200821
201120
201439
201724
202458
202733
202923
203145
203436
203651
203914
204207
204440
204559
204758
204942
205844
210044
210334
210604
210752
211345
211518
211644
211908

(Continued)
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Record
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

LJW Fit 1728
173316
173508
173653
174007
174149
174432
174639
174845
175040
175424
175615
175931
180324
181005
181307
181548
181717
181950
182208
182340
182514
182804
183114
183312
183502
183634
184023
184357
184548
184910
185254
185505
185708
185944
190140
190356
190747
190926
191046
191308
191427
191617
191854
192227
192435
192626
192755
192927
193123
193301
193740
193953
194204
194328
194549
194714

LJW Fit 1729
130705
131238
131503
131838
132023
132338
132859
133139
133410
133807
134102
134350
134736
134811
135139
135400
135601
135834
140106
140311
140522
140716
141137
141417
141617
141801
142008
142216
142338
142548
142806
143012
143223
143404
143735
143940
144200
144544
144716
144853
145059
145258
145502
145635
150046
150420
150543
150815
151028
151153
151357
151913
152203

LJW Fit 1730
175109
175247
175957
180203
180325
180544
180753
181026
181210
181409
181654
181821
182207
182349
182520
182657
182901
183018
183215
183515
183709
183920
184110
184311
184620
184815
184939
185057
185311
185550
185810
185935
190110
190552
191233
191701
192006
192646
192921
193032
193245
193542
193629
193803
193944
194141
194435
194841
195108
195308
195502
195633
195759
195946
200205
200503

LJW Fit 1731
165450
165659
165839
170211
170906
171138
171314
171557
172016
172156
172432
172729
173055
173238
173350
173515
173644
173843
174134
174335
174501
174732
174919
175132
175335
175537
175742
180001
180344
180608
180842
181006
181151
181330
181602
181815
182027
182206
182400
182556
182759
182922
183121
183251
183414
183717
183907
184108
184251
184416
184607
184806
184943
185124
185430
185639

LJW Fit 1732
175823
180220
181036
181225
181416
181541
182425
182748
182929
183255
183510
183704
183857
184102
184310
184459
184705
184943
185112
185558
185800
185950
190337
190605
190859
191137
191325
191550
191718
192019
192357
192705
192822
192931
193110
193400
193549
193803
193957
194213
194458
194705
194857
195217
195400
195556
195825
200059
200301
200451
200633
200844
201027
201409
201530
201726

LJW Fit 1733
151756
152010
153608
154632
154824
154949
155218
155435
155652
155846
160036
160233
160410
160608
160914
161104
161249
161452
161657
161905
162100
162326
162514
162639
163137
163308
163543
163746
163935
164529
164729
164905
165045
165251
165432
165646
165811
170019
170208
170335
170517
170702
170932
171101
171334
171502
171649
171840
172305
172433
172936
173309
173450
173846
174008
174139
(Continued)
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Record
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

UW Fll
194834
195123
195313
195527
200011
200136
200316
200441
200613
200809
200954
201206
201431
201555
201710
201956
202255
202433
202627
202801
202933
203122
203322
203458
203622
203800
204005
204215
204535
204716
205016
205156
205335
205505
205635
205759
210053
210424
210715
211028
211158
211339
211516
211645
211817
212145

221 124

1728

21 120
21 1357
211553
211753
211916

UW FIt 1729 UW Fit 1730
200723
200914
201059
201418
201545
201733
201927
202053
202303
202431
202644
202815
203002
203237
203527
203739
203943
204150
204328
204514
204653
204859
205219
205402
205529
205817
210000
210129
210548
210728
210938

212137
212322
212503
212744
213047
213301
213559
214006
214326
214447
220523
220810

221503
221627

UW FIt 1731
185819
190001
190208
190444
190814
191540
191722
191917
192103
192327
192510
192932
193055
193417
193554
193858
194044
194232
194528
194744
194930
195130
195546
200100
200301
200458
200626
200815
201021
201205
201324
201454
201759
201953
202116
202244
202429
202652
202821
203009
203414
203559
203734
204044
204220
204400
204538
204731
204917
2051 13
205251
205415
205617
205746
205916
210044

UW Fit 1732
201947
202118
202247
202408
202603
202927
203826
204010
204141
204350
204528
204716
204937
205115
205523
205746
210013
210229
210405
210557
210813
210953
211128
211308
21 1442
211641
211832
211957
212253
212426
212615
212732
212851
213113
213237
213355
213812
214240
215632
215914

UW Fit 1733
174322
174520
174817
175022
175248
175526
175810
180346
180533
180719
180951
181458
181746
182037
182234
182429
182626
182825
183128
184232
184540
184802
185115
185230
185359
185611
185822
190107
190327
190553
190738
190900
191158
191539

(Continued)
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Record

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

UW Fit 1734
140709
141021
141225
141453
141816
142036
142214
142425
142759
143321
143554
143745
143940
144109
144354
144533
144853
145018
145142
145544
145741
145944
150235
150521
150745
151029
151432
151644
151835
152029
152241
152419
152625
152900
153028
153247
153451
153917
154042
154233
154358
154552
154718
154842
155043
155356
155707
155933
160119
160551
160725
160847
161117
161402
161805

UW Fit 1735
181904
182045
182231
182411
182635
182804
183040
183240
183402
183642
183959
184150
184440
184653
184811
185013
185141
185436
185632
185913
190051
190316
190520
190656
190812
191015
191203
191359
191705
191938
192122
192518
192653
193035
193340
193513
193912
194335
194749
194936
195148
195446
195717
195923
200040
200233
200517
200747
201005
201243
201423
201649
201935
202110
202305

UW Fit 1736
174105
174252
174702
175032
175747
175924
180046
181134
181515
181651
181819
181951
182127
182301
182421
182615
182822
182948
183115
183238
183405
183727
183921
184047
184218
184409
184556
184858
185035
185328
185513
185648
190115
190319
190652
190834
191048
191235
191437
191639
192046
192424
192832
193045
193240
193503
193625
193826
194024
194218
194409
194656
195021
195302
195548

UW Fit 1737
145816
150017
150139
150314
150440
150640
150837
151031
151203
151354
151619
151819
152045
152231
152405
152537
152728
153002
153145
153520
153755
153938
154201
154843
155112
155324
155512
155703
155914
160051
160405
160556
160814
161212
161513
161911
162212
162336
162608
162911
163052
163339
163520
163722
164240
164533
164749
164913
165124
165306
165523
165840
170051
170257
170501

UW Fit 1738
180056
180247
180553
181005
181223
181354
181606
181855
182952
183227
183528
184030
184451
184712
185028
185552
185859
190058
190321
190556
191400
191533
191759
192022
192222
192807
193027
193311
193549
193826
194123
194513
194726
194959
195302
195706
195935
200140
200321
200510
200803
201019
201149
201446
201741
201918
202236
202348
202555
202748
202924
203110
203304
203430
203655

UW Fit 1739
145700
145905
150606
150724
151411
151741
152042
152239
152630
152824
153056
153221
153519
153702
153851
154010
154258
154501
154653
154856
155019
155158
155549
155809
155931
160114
160246
160407
160605
160751
161014
161318
161537
161651
161954
162937
163145
163350
163633
164334
164625
164918
165050
165320
165500
165638
165832
170020
170442
170755
171024
171304
171558
171813
171941
(Continued)
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Record
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

UW Fit 1734
162113
162243
162411
162641
162841
163129

205119

211325

211733

UW Fit 1735
202635
202758
202934
203142
203309
203522
203718
203857
204054
204255
204441
204621
204821

205338
205531
210028
210343
210701
210930

211458

212159
212328

UW Fll 1736
195731
195940
200219
200416
200610
200817
201044
201242
201527
201707
201914
202055
202400
202842
203005
203125
203305
203428
203728
203839
203951
204138
204317
204508
204655
204839
205010
205133
205331
205519
205716
205915
210102
210233
210430
210822
210949
211119
211241
211409
211538
211701
211922
212103
212228
212504
212633
213006
213125
213249

UW FIt 1737
170718
170931
171108
171347
171713
171845
172019
172512
172808
173001
173135
173420
173759
173928
174107
174520
174726
174958
175429
175709
175856
180040
180226
180510
180842
181051
181242
181420
181758
181931
182301
182505
182633
182949
183121
183314
183751
183951
184116
184253
184552
184727
184917
185113
185258
185500
185625
185809
185950
190144
190505
190651
191015
191306
191843

UW Fit 1738
203823
204015
204137
204317
204444
204657
204820
205253
205505
205942
210308
210543
210729
210910
211052
211241
211523
211741
212024
212330
212443
212803
212937
213320
213505
213709
214004
214208
214421
214818
214945
215123
215428
215549
220110
220454
220614
220811
221005
221201
221605
221735
221906
222055
222230
222439
222604
222759
223036
223215
223433
223610

UW Fit 1739
172245
172656
173004
173941
174136
174413
174549
174902
175046
175224
175352
175809
180307
180534
180716
180907
181139
181318
181508
181647
181925
182358
182619
182803
183030
183203
183344
183527
183751
184112
184332
184633
184827
185117
185325
185521
185707
185817
190022

(Continued)
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Record UW Fit 1734 UW Fit 1735 UW Fit 1736 UW Fit 1737 UW Fit 1738 UW Fit 1739
111 192003
112 192422
113 -193022
114 193317
115 193455
116 193627
117 193835
118 194008
119 194203
120 194333
121 194513
122 194724
123 194925
124 195056
125 195214
126 195412
127 195536
128 195729
129 195851
130 200033
131 200204
132 200444
133 200639

One hundred and forty-five cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) spectra were measured

aboard the C-131A in TARFOX.

Table 10 lists the times at which the "grab" bag sampling system was operated and the

various filters and samples for DMPS and CCN measurements were obtained.

In Table 11 (p. 89) are listed the times at which aerosol optical measurements were

obtained (i.e., light-scattering coefficient (Gsp), light-absorption coefficient (Oap), humidification

factor, degree of non-sphericity of aerosols, and the single-scattering albedo (---SE--)).
^sp + ap

Table 12 (p. 92) lists photographs that were taken aboard the C-131A during TARFOX.
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TABLE 10. TIMES OF MEASUREMENTS FROM "GRAB BAG" SAMPLES ABOARD THE

CONVAIR C-131A IN TARFOX.

On each bag, DMPS and CCN spectra were measured and Teflon and quartz filters were exposed."I"
Since it required 2-3 bags to obtain enough sample volume for a filter, sample times are grouped

by filter. The times listed are sample start times; the time required to fill a bag was -15 sec.

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1723

1724

1727

July 10

July 14

July 16

Date
(1996)

Teflon Filter No.

3-1

3-2

3-4

3-1

3-2

3-4

3-1

3-2

3-4

Quartz Filter No.

UW1

UW2

UW3

UW1

UW2

UW3

UW1

UW2

LBL-1

Ti
(1

Sample
mes (UTC)
ir min sec)

202010
203130*

205928
21 121
211943

214009*
215314
220159

184950
185900
190900

193130
194216*
195326

201646*
202745
203600

183200
184203

191216
192626
193840*

195940*
201416
202818

(Continued)

t The Teflon filters were analyzed by ion chromatograph and ICP/MS for ions and selected trace
elements. The Teflon filters were also used for aerosol mass measurements and some for
absorption measurements using the integrating plate technique. The quarts filters were analyzed
by T. Novakov for carbonaceous aerosols using the thermal evolution technique.

* Included a "hot" sample for DMPS in addition to regular "cold" sample. "Cold" measurements
provide aerosol size spectra from 0.01 to 0.6 urn diameter. "Hot" measurements were made at
320’C, which drives offvolatiles such as sulfates, nitrates and most organics.
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1728

1730

1731

1732

July 17

July 20

July 21

July 23

Date
(1996)

Teflon Filter

3-1

3-2

3-4

3-1

3-2

3-4

3-1

3-2

3-4

3-1

3-2

3-4

No. Quartz Filter No.

UW1

UW2

LBL1

UW1

UW2

LBL1

UW1

UW2

LBL1

UW1

UW2

LBL1

Sample
Times (UTC)
(hrmin sec)

193504
194410*
195720

202143
203204*
204516

210026
210850*

192134
193614*
195053

201306
202420*
203614

205144
210309*
21 1515

191 154
192022*
193240

195119
195930*
201126

202508
203254
203912

195038
200027*
201218

203416
204227*

205808
213222

(Continued)
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

University of
Washington

Flight Number

1733

1734

1735

1736

July 24

July 25

July 25

July 26

Date
(1996)

Teflon Filter No.

3-1

3-2

3-1

3-2

3-4

3-1

3-2

3-4

3-1

3-2

Quartz Filter No.

UW1

UW1

UW2

LBL1

UW1

UW2

LBL1

UW1

UW2

Sample
Times (UTC)
(hr min sec)

161957
162852*
164056

165420
170150*
171223

14501
145816*

151638
152504*
153630

155724
160523*

192737
193517
194300

201922
202654

204356
205157

190915
191740*
192907

195609
200407*
201630

(Continued)
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

University of Date Teflon Filter No. Quartz Filter No. Sample
Washington (1996) Times (UTC)

Flight Number (hr min sec)

1737 July 27 3-1 UW1 172149
172952
174050

3-2 UW2 175240
180057
180848

3-4 LBL1 183247
184126
184814

1738 July 29 3-1 UW1 192622
193421*
194607

3-2 UW2 200033
200907*
202130

3-4 LBL-1 205055
205816*
21 1028

1739 July 31 3-1 UW1 172615
173820*
175145

3-2 UW2 163845
165020
170240

3-4 LBL1 182000
183015*
184140
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TABLE 11. TIMES (UTC) AT WHICH AEROSOL OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS WEREOBTAINED ON THE UW CONVAIR.C-131A IN TARFOX-
university ot Washington--Date----^-77;-------

Hight Number (199^ ^P (3/- <?ap (PSAP) Humidigraph---A"
’---________1722 J"iy io 15:02 ^02------------
A ’A"2 15:02

t I 15:46 i
16:39 16-39 T

1723 July io 19:00 i9:oo 16:39

A ^ 19:25
19:00i A 19:25 AJ T 19:46 4

V 1 20:02 J
^05 Jn. 21:20. 1

19:46
V f 20:02 J

22 05 22’05 21:20 T
^-^’Jj 11.nc

1724 ^2:05
"ly l4 4" r ,..3 ^T ^ 18-’5’ T

21:08 2^ 19:" ^179’? zl:L’o
y ’A38 13:37 13:37

1 J (none) 4
15:16 15:16 15 16

Ju^ 16 l3^+ + 13:52 iy5
15T9 i^ 14:31 4

^ 16 17:09 :^
A A 18:42 17,09I ^ ^ t21^2 21V52 20:55 ^Ju’^7 17:30
A A 19--03 x30
J T 19:35 4
V f 20:23 i

21:48 ^48
21:02 v

ro 21:48~------------ (Continued)
+

^a^sT.:^^^^ of light-scattering coefficient
was switched between incoming driec^a^ samSes^y h"? nephelometer- ^nephelometer
continuous measurements (between listed^t me? nf^oh h

annlng ^"^Wn; o,p (PSAP)
carbon) measured by Particle Soot At^ om Sn Pho^m^ (due ^^P^at which the humidigraph was scanned^ 30 rn^ T. T^^P^ listed are the times

^^^^nts of the aerosol humidKoT ^c or S ^tl’Ae "11?^ to obtain
which provides a measure of degree of non sDhe^citv of th T1 ^y"1"1^ Analyzer,
measurements were obtained between lifted rTmes! y acros01- continuous
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TABLE 11 (Continued)

Universi
Flij

21:19

21:35

ty of Washington
^ht Number
1729

1730

1731

1732

1733

1734

1735

1736

July 20

July 20

July 21

July 23

July 24

July 25

July 25

July 26

Date
(1996)

Osp (3^.
neph)

17:51

13:04

t
15:26

t
22:21

16:53

t
17:54

t
22:09

15:14

t
19:32

14:01

t
16:36

18:18

t
17:35

21:40

Gap (PSAP)

13:04

t
15:26

17:51

t
22:21

16:53

t
21:19

17:54

^22:0915:14

t
19:32

14:01

t
16:36

18:18

t
21:35

17:35

21:40

Humidigraph

15:00

19:10
19:22
20:14
20:55

17:21
17:45
19:12
19:52
20:26

19:51
20:35

16:21
16:55

14:50
15:17
15:59

19:28
20:21
20:45

19:09
19:57

A3

13:04

t
15:26

17:51

t
22:21

16:53

t
21:19

17:54;
22:09

15:14

t
19:32

14:01

^16:3618:18

t
21:35

17:35

21:40

(Continued)
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TABLE ll (Condnued)

University of Washington Date Osp (3X Gap (PSAP) Humidigraph
Flight Number_____(1996)____neph)__________________

1737 July 27 14:55 14:55

20:14 20:14

1738 July 29 17:57 17:57

t t
22:42 22:42

1739 July 31 14:54 14:54

19:14 19:14

91

15:31
15:45
17:00
17:22
17:54
18:33

19:27
20:02
20:52

15:24
16:10
16:39
17:28
18:21



TABLE 12. LISTING OF PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN FROM C-131A IN TARFOX

(a) Peter V. Hobbs’ Roll Number 1

University of Date
Washington (1996)

Flight Number

1722-1725 No photographs

1726 July 16

1726 July 16

1727 July 16

1728 No photographs

1729 July 20

1729 July 20

1729 July 20

1729 July 20

1729 July 20

1730 July 20

1730 July 20

1730 July 20

July 20

July 20

1731 July 21

1732 No photographs taken.

1733 July 24

1733 July 24

1733 July 24

1733 July 24

1733 July 24

Photograph
Number

taken

4

5

6

taken.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 & 20

21

22

23

Time of
Photograph
(UTC)

1449

1453

1903

1351

1352

1353

1355

1406

2026

2123

2126

2316

2319

1956

1628

1638

1640

1644

1913

Subject of Photograph

Pelican just off left wing of C-131A during
calibration flight.

Pelican just off C-131 port side.

Sea surface at the time of CAR reflectivity
measurements.

Region of Dismal Swamp where CAR reflectivity
measurements were obtained.

Dismal Swamp showing some of the clear-cut areas
crossing it.

Shows the most uniform area of the Dismal Swamp
within the circle of the CAR reflectivity
measurements.

Magnified close-up of the Dismal Swamp forest
beneath aircraft during reflectivity measurements.

Cloud under discussion thickened a bit.

Higher-level haze layers, very thin haze layers.

Ocean surface on which CAR reflectivity
measurements were obtained.

Ocean surface on which CAR reflectivity
measurements were obtained.

PH in front of C-131A.

PH in front of ER-2.

Haze layer looking out toward the horizon during
straight and level aircraft run at 3,900 ft.

Cirrocumulus and altocumulus look very similar in
appearance but are at quite different altitudes;
distinguishable from aircraft only by the different
speeds at which they’re moving.

Contrail and the apex in the contrail that we just
passed under and got sunphotomeier measurements on.

Another shot of apex (as it was getting older) in the
altocumulus produced by a jet aircraft

Photograph of horizon showing the top of the haze
layer below C-131A with cumulus on the horizon.

Haze layer below C-131A, cumulus clouds on the
horizon, and upper-level cirrus.

(Continued)
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TABLE 12 (Continued)

(b) Peter V. Hobbs’ Roll Number 2

Subject of PhotographUniversity of
Washington

Flight Number

Date
(1996)

Photograph
Number

Time of
Photograph

(UTC)
July 25 & 2 1245 Photograph of CAR Group with the C-131 behind

them.

1734 July 25 3 1509 On top of the haze layer, shows haze layer below to

be sampled later in this flight.

Haze layer seen looking toward the horizon.1735

1736

1736

1737

July 25

July 26

July 26

July 27

4

5

6

7

2033

1800

1811

1634

Below-cloud base measurements obtained on this
cumulus.

Tops of clouds being sampled.

Ocean surface from which CAR reflectivity
measurements were obtained. Ocean surface fairly
smooth, just small ripples, a few white caps.

july 27 g 1635 Somewhat wider Held of view of the ocean surface.
on which CAR reflectivity measurements were

obtained below "Point A" east of Wallops Is.

1737

1737 July 27 9 1741 Taken at 8,700 ft looking east showing the haze layer
below; fairly clean day.

Haze layer in which C-131A was flying at 6,700 ft.
1737

1737

1737

1737

1737

1737

1738

1738

1738

1738

1738

1738

1738

1739

1739

July 27

July 27

July 27

July 27

July 27

July 27

July 29

July 29

July 29

July 29

July 29

July 29

July 29

July 31

July 31

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

1809

1840

1841

1842

1844

1845

2052

2053

2059

2101

2103

2124

2208

1516

1517

Cirrus fibratus.

Amorphous cirrus.

Nearly invisible cirrus.

(Aircraft propeller interference.)

Barely visible cirrus.

View to north showing clearer area (just described by
Art).

View back to the south showing the more polluted
layers.

Clouds 1,500 ft below the C-131 A which is at 3,000
ft.

More substantial cloud (that PH and AR were just
talking about).

Art’s so-called "plume" going off to the west.

Cloud bands that C-131A is heading toward.

Cloud base being probed by C-131 A.

JLR aboard C-131 A.

JR aboard C-131 A.

(Continued)
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TABLE 12 (continued)

(c) Art Rangno’s Roll Number 1

University of Date Photograph Time of
Washington (1996) Number Photograph

Flight Number__________________(UTC)

Subject of Photograph

1723 July 10 10 1941 Sloping ha-/e layer to the south behind the C-131A.

1723 July 10 2020 Beneath cumulus clouds, looking westward or
northwestward over Delaware Bay. Isolated cumulus
congestus, most are mediocris and humilis.
Continuing to see the wedge-like haze layer to the
south through southwest. Thinner portion to the
north.

1723 July 10 2 2021 Peninsula on the east side of Delaware Bay.

1723 July 10 3 2029 Looking toward the land from Delaware Bay to the
northwest at the haze underneath the cumulus. Flight
level 10,000 ft.

1724 July 14 4? 1923 Spectacular view of the haze layers. Cumulus off in
the distance are brilliant white in gap between the two
haze layers.

1727 July 16 5, 6, 7? 1836 Satellite overpass in about 5 mins. Three photos of
the 2-hour-old or so contrail that C-131 is circling
beneath.
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